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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Appellee, Audrey N. Holt, challenges this court's jurisdiction to hear this 
appeal inasmuch as Mr. Frank and Park City Pharmacy acknowledge they were not parties 
to the proceedings below. Therefore, the appellants are without standing to bring the 
instant appeal. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
Issue 1: W hethei counsel for N Is. I lolt 1 violated R i tic : 15 of the I Jtah R ules of Civil 
Procedure. 
Standard of Review: Inasmuch as the trial court made no findings of fact 
or conclusions of law on this issue below, the ultimate issue whether counsel for Audrey 
Holt violated Rule 45 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure is a question of law. Beynon 
v. St. George Dixie Lodge. 1743, 85 4 I '.2d 513 (I Jtah 1993). 
Issue 2: Whether failure to attach Form 30 to the Subpoena Duces Tecum and 
Notice of Records Deposition in this matter constitutes reversible error. 
• Standard of Review: InasmuJi i lln* In il i null i uh' no findings of fad or 
conclusions of law on this issue below, the ultimate issue is a question of law. Beynon v. 
St. George Dixie Lodge 1 743, 854 P.2d 513 (I Jtal i 1993). 
Issue 3: Whether the trial court properly denied Appellant's motion for costs and 
attorney fees as well as sanctions against Ms. Holt's counsel. 
Standard of Review; The standard of review on appeal of a trial coint's 
denial of attorney fees is "patent error or clear abuse of discretion." Beckstrom v. 
l 
Beckstrom. 578 P.2d 520, 524 (Utah 1978). In reviewing a trial court's denial of Rule 11 
sanctions, appellate courts employ a three-standard approach. This approach includes: (1) 
reviewing the trial court's findings under the clearly erroneous standard; (2) reviewing the 
trial court's ultimate conclusions as to the Rule 11 claim under the correction of error 
standard; and (3) reviewing the trial court's determination as to the type and amount of 
sanction under an abuse of discretion standard. Barnard v. Sutliff 846 P.2d 1229, 1234 
(Utah App. 1992). 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND 
RULES 
1. Rule 11, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
2. Rule 45, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On May 17, 1995, the Plaintiff, Clifford E. Holt, filed a Complaint for 
Divorce against the Defendant, Appellee, Audrey N. Holt ("Ms. Holt"). (R.0006). 
In an affidavit, the Plaintiff alleged that he was earning gross monthly 
income in the amount of four thousand two hundred dollars ($4,200.00). (R.0745). 
Because the parties' standard of living suggested the Plaintiff was earning gross monthly 
income which greatly exceeded four thousand two hundred dollars ($4,200.00), the 
discovery process became imperative and extensive. 
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The monthly living expenses of Ms. Holt exceeded five thousand two 
hundred fifty dollars ($5,250.00). (R.0075). The Plaintiff paid Ms. Holt's monthly 
American Express bill, which averaged two thousand nine hundred sixteen dollars 
($2,916.00) per month. (R.0074). The Plaintiff was a member of the Jeremy Ranch Golf 
Club. The Plaintiff drove a new, expensive car. The Plaintiff had Jazz tickets and 
University of Utah football tickets. Finally, the Plaintiff and Ms. Holt lived in a five 
hundred thousand dollar ($500,000.00) home. (R.0153). All of the foregoing suggested 
that the Plaintiff earned more than four thousand two hundred dollars ($4,200.00) per 
month. (R.0745). Later, the following was discovered: 
a. The Appellant, Terrance Frank, had given or loaned the Plaintiff 
thousands of dollars. However, no promissory note was provided. 
b. Park City Pharmacy was paying the Plaintiffs American Express 
bills. 
c. Park City Pharmacy was paying for the Plaintiffs vehicle and 
vehicle expenses. 
d. A condominium was purchased and the Plaintiff moved into said 
condominium. 
e. The Plaintiffs girlfriend and the Appellant, Terry Frank, 
purchased a large parcel of real property. 
All of the above created a necessity for comprehensive discovery in order 
to protect the interests of Ms. Holt. 
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The discovery process included a subpoena to Bank One. Park City 
Pharmacy had a checking account at Bank One. (R.0349-0350). Ms. Holt firmly believed 
that the Plaintiff owned Park City Pharmacy. (R.0605-0606). Ms. Holt had possession of 
several documents indicating that the Plaintiff was the owner of Park City Pharmacy. As a 
result, Ms. Holt, in her Counterclaim, requested that the business interests be divided 
equally between her and the Plaintiff. 
In addition, Ms. Holt was aware that the Plaintiff received many benefits 
from the checking account of Park City Pharmacy, including, but not limited to the 
following: 
a. Income; 
b. Car payments; 
c. Payment of American Express accounts; 
d. Payment of the account at Jeremy Ranch Country Club; 
e. Her expenses; 
d. Insurance expenses; 
e. Payment of personal expenses; 
f. Mortgage payments; 
g. Jazz tickets; 
h. University of Utah football tickets; 
i. Utah Golf Association dues; 
e. Attorney fees. 
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In order to determine the Plaintiffs income, Ms. Holt subpoenaed the 
checks from the Park City Pharmacy checking account. Because the documents in Ms. 
Holt's possession indicated that the Plaintiff was the owner of Park City Pharmacy and 
because the Plaintiff had signed almost all of the Park City Pharmacy checks, counsel for 
Ms. Holt delivered copies of the Notice of Records Deposition and Subpoena Duces 
Tecum to counsel for the Plaintiff. The Subpoena was prepared on February 29, 1996, 
almost two weeks before counsel for Ms. Holt received Terry Frank's Affidavit. 
Ms. Holt was completely unaware that Park City Pharmacy was a 
corporation. All documents in the possession of Ms. Holt indicated that the Plaintiff was 
the owner of Park City Pharmacy. (R.0605-0606). 
Counsel for the Plaintiff filed no objection to the subpoena to Bank One. 
Bank One responded to the subpoena by sending the checks requested. Long after 
counsel for Ms. Holt had received copies of the checks from Bank One, the Appellant filed 
a Motion For Protective Order. The Appellant's Motion For Protective Order was filed 
on April 11, 1996. (R.0411). 
The checks provided by Bank One clearly indicated that the Plaintiff used 
the Park City Pharmacy checking account for personal expenses. Furthermore, the 
Plaintiff signed almost all of the checks issued on the Park City Pharmacy account. The 
checks were clearly discoverable and subpoenaed properly. No Objection or Motion For 
Protective Order was filed with the Court prior to counsel for Ms. Holt receiving the 
checks. (R.0601). 
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The Subpoena to Bank One was issued almost three (3) weeks prior to Mr. 
Foster filing his appearance. The subpoena to Bank One was issued almost three (3) 
weeks prior to Mr. Foster filing his Motion For Protective Order. Bank One produced the 
documents prior to Mr. Foster filing his Motion For Protective Order. Finally, Mr. 
Foster's Motion For Protective Order failed to cover the Bank One Subpoena. (R.0411 
and R.0602). 
On February 12, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt prepared and signed a 
Subpoena Duces Tecum to Terrance Frank. On February 5, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt 
also prepared and signed a Notice of Records Deposition To Terrance Frank. (R.0252). 
Despite due diligence, the constable was unable to serve Terrance Frank for almost one 
month. 
On March 7, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt was out of town. Counsel for 
Ms. Holt advised his secretary to prepare a second Subpoena to Terrance Frank. The 
Subpoena was the same Subpoena prepared by counsel for Ms. Holt in February. Because 
counsel for Ms. Holt was out of town, counsel for Ms. Holt authorized his secretary to 
sign his name on the Subpoena. The Subpoena was then issued by the Court. (R.0406-
0408). 
Terrance Frank was finally served with the Notice of Records Deposition, 
Subpoena Duces Tecum and Subpoena for Deposition on March 23, 1996. (R.0471) 
Despite being served, Terrance Frank never produced any documents and did not appear 
at his deposition. The deposition of Mr. Frank was not scheduled until the 11th of April, 
1996. Clearly, Mr. Frank had more than fourteen (14) days notice. (R.0608). 
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Because Terrance Frank failed and refused to comply with the Notice of 
Records Deposition and Subpoena Duces Tecum, counsel for Ms. Holt filed a Motion for 
the following relief: 
a. That Terrance Frank be held in contempt; 
b. That Terrance Frank comply with the Notice of Records 
Deposition and Subpoena Duces Tecum. 
c. That counsel for Ms. Holt be awarded attorney fees. (R.0465-
0477). 
Counsel for the Appellant also filed a Motion for Sanctions (R.0553). 
The requests for attorney fees by counsel for the Appellant and counsel for 
Terrance Frank were denied by the court. (R.0874). 
A Decree of Divorce was entered by Stipulation on June 22, 1996. 
(R.0763). Because of the extensive discovery pursued by Ms. Holt, the Decree awarded 
child support and alimony in the amount of four thousand eight hundred thirteen dollars 
($4,813.00 ). (R.0769-0074). Said amount exceeded the Plaintiffs alleged gross income 
by over six hundred thirteen dollars ($613.00). (R.0245). 
The evidence available to Ms. Holt clearly indicated that the Plaintiff was 
the owner of Park City Pharmacy. Ms. Holt had no evidence that Mr. Frank had an 
interest in Park City Pharmacy. Ms. Holt had no evidence that Park City Pharmacy was a 
corporation. 
The Subpoenas issued to Mr. Frank and Bank One were served properly. 
Copies of the Subpoenas were delivered to counsel for the Plaintiff. ISlo objection was 
ever filed by the Plaintiff. 
Clearly, the Trial Court's refusal to grant sanctions and refusal to award 
attorney fees was most appropriate. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On May 17, 1995, the Plaintiff filed a Complaint For Divorce (R.0006). 
2. On July 21, 1995, Ms. Holt filed her Verified Answer And 
Counterclaim (R.0018). 
3. The Plaintiff and Ms. Holt had (6) six minor children born as issue of 
their marriage. (R.0014). 
4. The Plaintiff left Ms. Holt and the minor children for another woman 
less than three (3) months after the youngest child was born. (R.0094). 
5. In paragraphs 34 and 35 of Ms. Holt's Counterclaim, Ms. Holt states: 
Business Interest. That during the 
course of the marriage, the Plaintiff has 
acquired an interest in certain businesses. 
That it is fair and reasonable that the 
Defendant be awarded one half of the value 
of all business interests acquired by the 
Plaintiff. 
(R.0010 through 0011). 
6. In the Plaintiffs Affidavit, he alleged he earned gross monthly income in 
the amount of five thousand four hundred sixteen and 67/100 dollars ($5,416.67). 
(R.0035). 
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7. The fixed monthly living expenses of Ms. Holt, while living with the 
Plaintiff, were five thousand two hundred ninety-three dollars ($5,293.00) per month for 
1994. (R.0075). 
8. In addition, the Plaintiff gave Ms. Holt a monthly allowance of nine 
hundred twenty five and 95/100 dollars ($925.95) for 1994. (R.0073). 
9. In addition, Ms. Holt's American Express bill for 1994 was over thirty 
five thousand dollars ($35,000.00). (R.0074). 
10. The Plaintiff paid seven thousand two hundred fifty-one and 04/100 
dollars ($7,251.04) per month for the benefit of Ms. Holt in 1994, plus his country club 
fees, his American Express, travel, vacations, his monthly living expenses, and 
miscellaneous expenses (R.0153). 
11. Ms. Holt stated that it was "impossible to own a five hundred 
thousand dollar ($500,000.00) house; drive a new expensive car; travel; belong to a 
country club; have theater tickets; season Jazz tickets, and season tickets for the 
University of Utah football team; and pay seven thousand two hundred fifty one and 
04/100 dollars ($7,251.04) for the benefit of Ms. Holt with a gross monthly income of five 
thousand four hundred sixteen and 00/100 dollars ($5,416.00). (R.0072). 
12. In addition, the Plaintiff paid thirty seven thousand six hundred three 
and 73/100 dollars ($37,603.73) on his American Express accounts in 1994. (R.0326). 
13. In May of 1994, the Plaintiff wrote three (3) checks on one of his 
accounts, totaling fifty thousand three and 00/100 dollars ($50,003.00). (R.0326). 
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14. In 1994 alone, the Plaintiff spent over one hundred twenty nine 
thousand five hundred seven and 69/100 dollars ($129,507.69) just in payment on the 
following: 
a. American Express accounts; 
b. Cash paid to Ms. Holt; 
c. Monthly living expenses; and 
d. Payments on Master Card account (R.0326, 0330). 
15. Yet, the Plaintiff claimed net income in the amount of forty five 
thousand two hundred fifty one and 28/100 dollars ($45,251.28). (R.0101). 
16. In the Plaintiffs Supplemental Affidavit, he later alleged that his gross 
monthly income was only four thousand six hundred ($4,600.00) dollars per month. 
(R.0102). 
17. In the Plaintiffs Supplemental Affidavit, he later alleged that he earned 
net monthly income in the amount of three thousand seven hundred seventy and 94/100 
dollars ($3,770.94). (R.0101). 
18. The Plaintiff again changed his income and alleged he was earning net 
income in the amount of four thousand two hundred dollars ($4,200.00). (R.0245). 
19. After discovery was completed, please note that the Decree of Divorce 
awarded Ms. Holt the following: 
a. Child Support in the amount of $1,824.00; 
b. One half (1/2) of all reasonable and necessary work and training 
related child care; 
c. Mortgage payments in the amount of $1,788.80 per month; 
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d. Suburban payments in the amount of $401.00 per month; 
e. Additional alimony in the amount of $800.00 per month; and 
f Medical insurance for the children. 
(R.0763-0773). 
20. The money the Plaintiff agreed to pay for the benefit of Ms. Holt was 
four thousand eight hundred thirteen and 00/100 dollars (4,813.00) per month plus 
medical insurance and child care. (R.0716-0726). 
21. The monthly amount the Plaintiff agreed to pay Ms. Holt exceeded the 
Plaintiffs alleged net income by more than one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00) 
when considering the medical insurance and child care. (R.0101 and R.716-726). 
22. Ms. Holt admitted that she had possession of many drug samples and 
business papers. (R.0071). 
23. Ms. Holt firmly believed that the drug samples and business papers 
clearly proved that the Plaintiff owned Park City Pharmacy. (R.0071). 
24. Interrogatory Number 112, to the Plaintiff, states: "Please state the 
total amount you paid American Express on your accounts and the Defendant's account 
for 1993, 1994, and 1995. Answer: "Park City Pharmacy paid". (See statements). 
(R.0239). 
25. Park City Pharmacy paid the Plaintiffs and Ms. Holt's American 
Express accounts. This was further proof that the Plaintiff owned Park City Pharmacy. 
(R.0239). 
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26. Because of the substantial assets, various accounts, conflicting 
testimony, and the Plaintiffs allegations that he earned net income in the amount of only 
three thousand seven hundred seventy and 94/100 dollars ($3,770.94), Ms. Holt was 
forced to pursue extensive discovery. (R.0249-0296; R.0300-0301; 0304-0308; 0335-
0388; 0345-0385). 
27. Part of that discovery included a Notice of Records Deposition to 
Bank One dated February 29, 1996. (R.0349-0350). 
28. On March 8, 1996, a Motion For Protective Order was filed on behalf 
of third party, Clifford L. Holt. (R.0314-0315). 
29. On March 8, 1996, a Stipulated Motion For Order Shortening Time 
For Hearing on Clifford L. Holt's Motion For Protective Order was entered. (R.0317-
0320). 
30. Counsel for Mr. Holt and counsel for Ms. Holt agreed to have Judge 
Brian hear Mr. Bailey's Motion as soon as the Court would hear the Motion, to-wit: 
March 11, 1996. (R.0318). 
31. The Appellants never filed a Motion For Order Shortening Time For 
Hearing on their Motions For Protective Order. 
32. On February 12, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt prepared and signed a 
Subpoena Duces Tecum to Terrance Frank. (R. 0611 -0613). 
33. On February 5, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt prepared and signed a 
Notice of Records Deposition to Terrance Frank. (R. 0616-0618) 
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34. After trying to serve Terrance Frank for almost one month, the 
constable returned the February Subpoena and Notice to the office of counsel for Ms. 
Holt. (R.0615). 
35. On March 8, 1996, Appellant Terrence E. Frank filed his Affidavit. 
(R.0331). 
36. Paragraph 6 of Mr. Frank's Affidavit states: 
In 1992,1 agreed to loan Mr. Holt the sum 
of $20,000.00 to purchase a lot at Jeremy 
Ranch. The loan was made orally and was 
repaid by Mr. Holt giving me the sum of 
$10,000.00. The remaining $10,000.00 was 
forgiven. (R.0332). 
37. No evidence was ever provided that the alleged loan was ever repaid. 
38. As a result of Mr. Frank's Affidavit and other evidence, counsel for 
Ms. Holt filed a Notice of Deposition to depose Mr. Frank. (R.0337). 
39. The Notice of Deposition was filed on March 11, 1996. (R.0337). 
40. Because Ms. Holt believed that the Plaintiff had purchased assets in 
the name of his girlfriend, his father, and others, Ms. Holt also scheduled the depositions 
of the Plaintiffs girlfriend, his father, and others. (R.0339-0343). 
41. On February 29, 1996, a Notice of Records Deposition was prepared 
for Bank One requesting any and all copies of statements and checks on account number 
11231998, Park City Pharmacy, for 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996. (R.0349-0350). 
42. A Copy of the Notice of Records Deposition was provided to counsel 
for the Plaintiff. (R.0350). 
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43. Counsel for the Plaintiff never objected to or filed a Motion to Quash 
the Subpoena Duces Tecum and Notice of Records Deposition. 
44. On March 11, 1996, the Notice of Records Deposition eventually 
served on the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, was filed with the Court. (R-0356). 
45. The Subpoena Duces Tecum and the Notice Of Records Deposition 
requested the following from the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank: 
a. Copies of all checks given by you, or entities in which you 
have an interest, to Clifford E. Holt from January 1, 1993 through January, 1996; 
b. Copies of all promissory notes wherein you are the 
beneficiary and Clifford E. Holt is the obligor; 
c. Copies of all checks you, or entities in which you have an 
interest, have paid on any American Express account which is in the name of 
Clifford E. Holt or Park City Pharmacy for 1993, 1994, and 1995; 
d. Copies of all documents related to the Jeremy Ranch 
Country Club membership owned by Park City Pharmacy; 
e. Copies of all partnership agreements wherein you and 
Clifford E. Holt are partners; 
f. Copies of all employment agreements wherein you, or 
entities in which you have an interest, are the employer and Clifford E. Holt is the 
employee; 
g. Copies of all documents wherein you, or entities in which 
you have an interest, and Clifford E. Holt are signors; 
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h. A list of all benefits you and Park City Pharmacy provide to 
Clifford E. Holt and the value of those benefits; 
i. Copies of all checks written to Pam Stam and signed by 
you; 
j . Copies of all checks you used to purchase 9275 North Par 
Court, aka Lot 102 Back Nine Subdivision; 
k. all documents associated with the purchase of 927 North 
Par Court, aka Lot 102 Back Nine Subdivision, including but not limited to the 
following: 
i. Checks; 
ii. Deeds; 
iii. Closing statements; 
iv. Closing documents; and 
v. Earnest Money Agreement. 
(R.0356-0357) 
46. On March 23, 1996, the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, was served 
with the Subpoena commanding him to appear for his deposition on April 11, 1996. 
(R.0402). 
47. Even though the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, was served with the 
Subpoena, and despite Ms. Holt having paid the Court Reporter to appear at the 
deposition, the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, never appeared at the deposition. 
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48. The Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, was served with the Subpoena 
Duces Tecum on the 23rd day of March, 1996. (R-0406-0410). 
49. Despite being served with the Subpoena Duces Tecum and Notice Of 
Records Deposition, the Appellant never produced the records requested therein. 
50. On April 1, 1996, the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, filed a Motion For 
Protective Order and Motion To Quash. (R.0411-0412). 
51. The Appellant's Motion To Quash never attempted to quash the 
subpoena to Bank One. (R.0411-0412). 
52. Ms. Holt filed a Memorandum In Response To Motion For Protective 
Order And Motion To Quash on April 16, 1996. 
53. Ms. Holt's Memorandum states: 
1. Mr. Frank alleges that he is the owner of Park City 
Pharmacy. 
2. Mr. Frank and the Plaintiff have joint bank accounts. 
3. Mr. Frank and the Plaintiff allege that the Plaintiff is an 
employee of Park City Pharmacy. 
4. The Plaintiff and Mr. Frank allege that Mr. Frank has loaned 
the Plaintiff tens of thousands of dollars. 
5. Records indicate that the Plaintiff spends over twice the 
amount he allegedly earns. 
6. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of all checks given by 
Mr. Frank, or entities in which Mr. Frank had an interest, to 
the Plaintiff from January 1, 1993 through January, 1996. 
7. These documents are essential to establish the Plaintiffs 
true income, loans, and funds that are being given to the 
Plaintiff by Mr. Frank. Clearly, copies of these checks are 
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not protected or privileged. The checks are clearly relevant 
to the divorce proceeding. 
8. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of all promissory notes 
wherein Mr. Frank is the beneficiary and the Plaintiff is the 
obligor. 
9. Mr. Frank and the plaintiff have alleged that Mr. Frank has 
loaned tens of thousands of dollars to the Plaintiff. Clearly, 
any promissory notes between Mr. Frank and the Plaintiff 
are not privileged or protected. These promissory notes are 
clearly relevant to the divorce proceeding. 
10. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of all checks Mr. Frank, 
or entities in which Mr. Frank had an interest, have paid on 
any American Express account which is in the name of the 
Plaintiff or Park City Pharmacy for 1993, 1994, and 1995. 
11. The Plaintiff alleged that Mr. Frank paid some of his 
American Express bills. The checks used to pay the 
Plaintiffs American Express bills are not privileged or 
protected. These checks are clearly relevant to the divorce 
proceeding. 
12. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of all documents related 
to the Jeremy Ranch country club membership owned by 
Park City Pharmacy. 
17. The Defendant believes that the Plaintiff has an interest in 
the Park City Pharmacy. The Plaintiff and Mr. Frank allege 
that the Plaintiff is an employee of Park City Pharmacy and 
that Mr. Frank is the sole owner of Park City Pharmacy. 
Any employment agreements between Mr. Frank and the 
Plaintiff are, therefore, not protected or privileged. Any 
employment agreement is clearly relevant to the divorce 
proceeding. 
18. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of documents wherein 
Mr. Frank, or entities in which Mr. Frank has an interest, 
and the Plaintiff are signors. 
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19. Any documents in which Mr. Frank and the Plaintiff are 
signors are not privileged or protected. The Defendant 
firmly believes that Mr. Frank and the Plaintiff are involved 
in business transactions, real estate transactions, and other 
transactions, all of which are relevant to the divorce 
proceedings. None of these documents are privileged or 
protected. 
22. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of checks written to Pam 
Stam and signed by Mr. Frank. 
23. Pam Stam is and was the girlfriend of the Plaintiff. The 
Plaintiff was involved with Pam Stam during the course of 
the Plaintiffs marriage to the Defendant. Evidence shows 
that Pam Stam has received large sums of money from 
someone. In addition, Pam Stam purchased certain real 
property and later Mr. Frank ended up with a deed to the 
property. The Defendant believes that Pam Stam has 
received money from the Plaintiff through Mr. Frank. 
Therefore, any checks written to Pam Stam by Mr. Frank 
are not protected or privileged. These checks are clearly 
relevant to the divorce proceeding. 
24. The Defendant subpoenaed copies of all checks Mr. Frank 
used to purchase 9275 North Par Court aka Lot 102 Back 
Nine Subdivision, and all documents associated with the 
purchase of 927 North Par Court aka Lot 102 Back Nine 
Subdivision, including but not limited to the following: 
a. Checks; 
b. Deeds; 
c. Closing statements; 
d. Closing documents; and 
e. Earnest Money Agreement. 
25. The Defendant believes that the Plaintiff purchased 9275 
North Par Court through Pam Stam and/or Mr. Frank. Pam 
Stam was the initial purchaser of 9275 North Park Court. 
Mr. Frank now holds the title to said property. Mr. Frank 
has no relationship with Pam Stam except through the 
Plaintiff. Pam Stam was and is the girlfriend of the Plaintiff. 
The transactions involving the purchase and conveyances of 
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said property do not pass the proverbial "smell tests". 
Therefore, these subpoenaed documents are clearly not 
privileged or protected. The documents are clearly relevant 
to the divorce proceeding. 
26. Mr. Frank alleges that the Subpoena was not timely served. 
The Defendant alleges that Mr. Frank successfully avoided 
service of the Subpoena for almost two months. Officer 
Madsen attempted to serve Mr. Frank for almost two (2) 
months. Mr. Frank's claim that the Subpoena was served on 
March 23, 1996, is no excuse or reason for failing to 
produce the documents. 
(R. 0431-0435). 
54. On April 25, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt filed a Motion with the Court. 
(R. 0465-0477). 
55. Ms. Holt's Motion requested that the Appellant be found in contempt 
for failing to appear at the scheduled deposition, for which he was served a subpoena; and 
his failure to comply with the Subpoena Duces Tecum. (R.0465-0477). 
56. Counsel for Ms. Holt also filed an Affidavit Of Attorney Fees. 
(R.0485). 
57. On May 8, 1996, Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, filed a Motion For 
Sanctions. (R.0553). 
58. On May 9,1996, counsel for Ms. Holt, Mitchell J. Olsen, filed his 
Answer To Motion For Sanctions. (R.0600). 
59. Paragraph 1 of said Answer states: 
Counsel for the Defendant, Audrey 
N. Holt, drafted the Subpoena Duces Tecum 
and Notice of Deposition. In addition, 
counsel for the Defendant, Audrey N. Holt, 
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also approved the Subpoena Duces Tecum 
and Notice of Deposition as to form. 
However, counsel for the Defendant, Audrey 
N. Holt, was out of town and authorized his 
secretary to sign his name. The secretary to 
the counsel for the Defendant, Audrey N. 
Holt, was not practicing law. Furthermore, 
counsel for the Defendant, Audrey N. Holt, 
had the Subpoena Duces Tecum signed by 
the District Court Clerk. 
This argument by counsel is a lame 
effort in an attempt to avoid discovery. 
(R.0600). 
60. Paragraph 2 of said Answer states: 
Counsel for the Defendant, Audrey N. Holt, 
denies the allegations set forth in Part II of 
Mr. Frank's Motion. 
Mr. Foster sent counsel for the Defendant a 
Motion for Protective Order on March 28, 
1996. On March 11, 1996, seventeen (17) 
days earlier, counsel for the Defendant sent a 
Subpoena to Bank One. This Subpoena was 
sent long before Mr. Foster filed a Motion 
for Protective Order. In addition, documents 
were sent to counsel for the Defendant, prior 
to Mr. Foster filing his Motion for Protective 
Order. Finally, the Subpoena to Bank One 
requested different documents than the 
Subpoena to Mr. Frank. Counsel for the 
Defendant, did not "back door" anyone. 
Counsel for the Defendant provided copies 
of the Subpoena to Bank One, to counsel for 
the Plaintiff, on March 11, 1996. Any 
objection to the Subpoena should have been 
filed with the Court. No Objection or 
Motion for Protective Order was ever filed 
on the Subpoena to Bank One. 
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dant was not required 
to serve Mr. J r^ank. 1 he Defendant believed 
and continues to believe that, the Plaintiff 
owns Park City Pharmacy (See documents 
attached which list the Plaintiff as the owner 
of Park City Pharmacy.) 
The records provided by Bank One clearly 
indicate that the Plaintiff used the Park City 
account for personal expenses. The Plaintiff 
signs almost all of the checks issued on the 
Park City Pharmacy account. The checks 
were clearly discoverable and subpoenaed 
properly. No objection or Motion for 
Protective Order was ever filed with the 
Court. 
(R.0601) 
61. Paragraph 3 of said Answer States: 
Mr. Frank never offered to produce the 
subpoenaed records. Counsel for Mr. Frank 
notified counsel for the Defendant that Mr. 
Frank would produce no records and would 
not appear at the deposition. 
Again, the Subpoena to Bank One was 
issued March 11, 1996, almost three (3) 
weeks prior to Mr. Foster filing his 
appearance. Counsel for Mr. Frank attempts 
to mislead the Court by alleging that the 
Motion for Protective Order was filed prior 
to the Subpoena to Bank One being issued. 
The Subpoena to Bank One was issued 
almost three (3) weeks prior to the Motion 
for Protective Order. Documents were 
produced prior to Mr. Foster's Motion for 
Protective Order. Furthermore, Mr. Foster's 
Motion for Protective Order failed to cover 
the Bank One Subpoena. 
(R.0601-0602) 
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62. Furthermore, a letter from the Appellant, Terrance E. Frank, states: 
I explained to Cliff that as he worked he 
would obtain an ownership in the business. 
(R.0604). 
63. In a document dated February 26, 1991, the Plaintiff, not the 
Appellant, signed as the "Owner/Manager" of Park City Pharmacy. (R.0605). 
64. In a document dated February 20, 1991, the Plaintiff again signed as 
the "Manager/Owner" of Park City Pharmacy." (R.0606). 
65. At the time the Subpoena Duces Tecum was prepared for Bank One, 
Ms. Holt had no documents in her possession indicating that the Appellant had any 
interest in Park City Pharmacy or that Park City Pharmacy was a corporation. (R.0605-
0606). 
66. At the time the Subpoena Duces Tecum was prepared for Bank One, 
all documents in the possession of Ms. Holt showed the Plaintiff was the owner of Park 
City Pharmacy. (R.0605-0606). 
67. On May 9, 1996, Ms. Holt filed the Defendant's Response To Terry 
Frank's Reply. (R.0605-0610). 
68. Section I of Defendant's Response To Terry Frank's Reply states: 
As previously argued in Defendant's Motion 
for Sanctions, counsel for the Defendant 
drafted and approved as to form the 
Subpoena to Mr. Frank. Because counsel 
for the Defendant was out of town, he 
authorized his secretary to sign his name. 
The Subpoena was then countersigned by the 
Court. Thus, the Court issued the 
Subpoena. (R.0607-0608). 
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69. Section III of Defendant's Response To Terry Frank's Reply 
states: 
The Subpoena and Notice of Deposition for Mr. 
Frank was delivered to the Constable on February 
13,1996. (See attached.) After due diligence for 
almost one (1) month, the Constable was unable to 
serve Mr. Frank. Mr. Frank was finally served with 
a second Subpoena and Notice of Deposition on 
March 23, 1996. The deposition of Mr. Frank was 
not scheduled until the 11th of April. Clearly, Mr. 
Frank had more than fourteen (14) days notice. 
(R.0608). 
70. Section IV of Defendant's Response To Terry Frank's Reply 
states: 
The Subpoena requests many documents which are 
unrelated to Park City Pharmacy. However, some 
of the records are related to Park City Pharmacy. 
Mr. Frank alleges that he is the owner of Park City 
Pharmacy. Therefore, Mr. Frank must produce the 
records. (R. 0608). 
71. Section V of Defendant' s Response To Terry Frank's Reply 
states: 
Mr. Frank argues that the documents requested are 
protected. Clearly, the Defendant only requested 
documents which are directly related to the divorce 
litigation. No proprietary records were requested. 
, In addition, Mr. Foster never agreed to produce any 
documents and flatly stated that Mr. Frank would 
not appear at his deposition. 
Finally, copies of the Subpoena and Notice to Bank 
One were delivered to counsel for the Plaintiff on 
March 11, 1996. No objection and no Motion for 
Protective Order was filed with the court on the 
Bank One discovery. Furthermore, the Bank One 
discovery was produced prior to Mr. Frank's 
Motions. (R.0609). 
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72. On May 9, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt filed his Answer To Affidavit of 
Lynn Foster. (R.0619). 
73. Paragraph 6 of said Answer states: 
In answer to Paragraph 10 of Mr. Foster's Affidavit, 
the Defendant admits that Mr. Olsen contacted Mr. 
Foster regarding the appearance of Mr. Frank at his 
scheduled deposition. The Defendant also admits 
that Mr. Olsen indicated that he only wanted to 
depose Mr. Frank regarding information relating to 
the Plaintiff. (R.0620). 
74. Paragraph 7 of said Answer states: 
In answer to Paragraph 11 of Mr. Foster's Affidavit, 
the Defendant admits that copies of the subpoena to 
Bank One were not sent to Mr. Foster. Copies of 
the subpoena to Bank One were sent to Bank One 
on or about March 11, 1996. A copy of the 
Subpoena was given to counsel for the Plaintiff on 
or about March 11, 1996. Furthermore, Bank One 
had provided the documents to Mr. Olsen long 
before April 8, 1996. (R.0620). 
75. Paragraph 9 of said Answer states: 
The Defendant denies the allegations set forth in 
Paragraph 13 of Mr. Foster's Affidavit. The 
Defendant affirmatively alleges that she believed and 
does believe that the Plaintiff is the owner of Park 
City Pharmacy. Copies of the Subpoena to Bank 
One were delivered to Plaintiff's counsel on March 
11, 1996. If there was an objection to the Subpoena 
to Bank One, a Motion for Protective Order or 
Objection should have been filed with the Court. To 
this day, no Objection or Motion has been filed on 
the Subpoena to Bank One. (R.0620-0621). 
76. On May 9, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt filed Ms. Holt's Answer to 
Affidavit of Attorney Fees. (R.0625). 
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77. Paragraph 1 of said Answer states: 
The Defendant denies that she should be responsible 
for any attorney fees incurred by Mr. Frank. The 
Defendant affirmatively alleges that all attorney fees 
incurred by Mr. Frank were incurred in an effort to 
avoid responding to the Defendant's discovery 
requests. (R.0625). 
78. On May 9, 1996, Ms. Holt filed a Motion For Attorney Fees. 
(R.0627). 
79. On May 9, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt filed his first Affidavit Of 
Attorney Fees And Costs. (R.0629-0631). 
80. The Bank One checks used in the Plaintiffs deposition of April 11, 
1996, were introduced over one month before hearing the Protective Order. (R.0647). 
81. On June 17, 1996, counsel for Ms. Holt filed his Objection To Order 
Submitted by Mr. Foster. (R.0682-0863). 
82. On June 17, 1997, counsel for Ms. Holt filed his Response To Mr. 
Foster's Notice Of Objection. (R.0684-0686). 
83. Ms. Holt requested attorney fees in the amount of nine hundred thirty 
dollars ($930.00). (R.0630). 
84. On May 16, 1997, a hearing was held on Ms. Holt's Motions and 
Appellant's Motions. (R.0647). 
85. During the hearing, the following exchange between Court and 
Counsel occurred: 
[BY MR. OLSEN] If I might just speak one minute 
to what Miss Saunders has indicated. This started clear 
back with Judge Noel, your Honor, we came before the 
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Court, and they provided all this horrendous evidence that 
Mr. Holt was making some $4,000 a month. And we 
provided all kinds of evidence that indicated that he did not. 
For instance, during 1994, he paid my client alone, just 
moneys to her, over $87,000. You can't do that on $4,000 
a month. It is physically impossible. And I was grateful. 
But, Mr. Holt finally admitted in his deposition in 
1994, and this is completely different than what he has 
indicated throughout the discovery process, but he finally 
admitted in his deposition that he made $100,000 in 1994. 
So it has taken us that long to finally get to someplace. 
But the problem is this. And Mr. Foster is here to 
address it. You hear this all the time, but I will just tell you 
why I need this information. I am sure the Court has had an 
opportunity to review all the mountains of things I have 
presented and what Mr. Foster has presented. I am just 
very surprised. I requested something that was, in my 
opinion, very, very simple, your Honor. I asked that Mr. 
Frank — I asked that he provide copies of checks given by 
Mr. Frank, who Mr. Holt believes — at least alleges that is 
his boss, the checks that were given by Mr. Frank to the 
Defendant. 
Now, in his interrogatories, he alleges that Mr. 
Frank loaned him some $65,000 in 1994. Well, we believe 
it is income. All we want to do is see the checks that have 
been given by Mr. Frank to Mr. Holt. I think that's 
discoverable. How in the world can it not be? 
[BY THE COURT] Why isn't the Defendant 
forthcoming, or the plaintiff forthcoming with that 
information? 
[BY MR. OLSEN] He doesn't have it. 
[BY MS. SAUNDERS] We don't have it. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] The checks are with Mr. Frank. 
He would have paid the checks to Mr. Holt. The checks 
would have been returned to Mr. Frank. The issue here, 
your Honor, is income. That's it. 
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(R.0727, 0728) 
[BY THE COURT] I am asking Counsel, as a 
courtesy to each other, and as an act of deference to the 
Court, to seal the records that are questionable in any way 
as having any bearing in this lawsuit. We will give you the 
Protective Order. And I want the records surrendered to 
the Court, and they will be under a protective order. The 
Court believes that if the request is as it has been 
articulated, counsel should be entitled to receive copies of 
any checks from the plaintiffs employer to the plaintiff in a 
relevant period of time. 
(R.0733) 
[BY MR. OLSEN] I don't know what you are 
speaking of I just want checks from Mr. Frank to Mr. 
Holt. That's all. Any check that he has signed. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] So what you want from me, 
then, to make sure that I understand what's being sought, is 
any nonPark City Pharmacy check which has been signed by 
Terry Frank and is available to Cliff Holt. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] Sure, That's all I want. 
[BY THE COURT] Can you live with that? 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I can live with it. But we 
request, your Honor, that we be awarded our attorney fees 
for having to deal with this. This is not our problem. Self 
help was available. All this man had to do was behave 
reasonable, and we would have cooperated. We are in 
litigation all the time. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] I will address that. But there are 
other things that I have requested, also, He is saying that 
Mr. Frank loaned him money. If there are promissory 
notes, all I want is a copy of those promissory notes. I 
think that's fair and reasonable. 
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(R.0735) 
[BY THE COURT] Anything else? 
[BY MR. OLSEN] Copies of checks that have been 
paid by Mr. Frank or entities in which he has an interest to 
American Express. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I think we would object to that. 
I think that's-
[BY MR. OLSEN] On Mr. Holt's account. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] Well beyond the scope of 
what's relevant. 
[BY THE COURT]: He said only as it related to the 
plaintiff, not to that account. Only as it related to the 
plaintiff. The Court believes that's a reasonable request. 
(R.0736). 
[BY MR. OLSEN]: I have asked for a copy of 
benefits provided by Park City Pharmacy to Cliff Holt. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] It is unlikely. This is a fairly 
informal kind of thing. 
[MR. OLSEN] There aren't any, all you have to say 
is no. But if you do have them, you will give them to me; is 
that right? 
[BY MR. FOSTER] Sure. 
(R.0737) 
[BY MR. OLSEN] There are a lot of checks. The 
Court has ordered me to deliver those to the Court. I will 
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provide those to the Court. If they want to take them from 
the Court. -
[BY MR. FOSTER] I don't want to make another 
trip up here to try to find out document— 
[BY MR. OLSEN] All I have is the checks. You 
ordered they be sealed and delivered to the Court. I will do 
that. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I would like all the documents 
that he has that relate to Terry Frank. 
[BY THE COURT] That's reasonable. The Court 
has so ordered. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] I will make them available for 
him to copy. 
[BY THE COURT] Send them to him. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] There are thousands. I can't 
make copies of all those. I will make them available for him 
to make copies. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] Is the Court ordering I make 
copies, or make them available for him to make copies? 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I think he ordered you to make 
copies. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] It cost me hundreds of dollars to 
make copies of those checks. 
[BY THE COURT] You take all of the copies to a 
date and a time and a place certain. Counsel can come and 
look at every document. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] Make copies of anything they 
want. I have no problem with that. 
[BY THE COURT] I want that done before June 1. 
Anything else? 
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[BY MR. FOSTER] Just would like the Court to 
grant our attorney's fees. 
[BY THE COURT] On your request for fees, 
Counsel, reduce the claim for fees to an affidavit. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] It is of record. 
[BY THE COURT] You have submitted an affidavit? 
[BY MR. FOSTER] Yes. 
[BY THE COURT] You responded to it? 
[BY MR OLSEN] If I might speak to that. 
Counsel would lead the Court to believe that he was 
submarined. I might indicate, and I have put in my 
response, your Honor, we have documents that would 
indicate that Mr. Holt is the owner of Park City Pharmacy. 
As a result of those documents that indicated that — and 
signed by him, written by him, that he is the owner of Park 
City Pharmacy, what we did is on March 11 of 1996 copies 
of my subpoenas were delivered to opposing counsel. 
There was absolutely no objection that was filed on the 
Bank One subpoena. That subpoena went out to Bank One 
on March 11. Mr. Foster enters his appearance on March 
28, three weeks after my subpoena went out to Mr. Holt. 
Now, if Mr. Holt had a problem with my subpoena he could 
have objected to that subpoena. It went out to Bank One. I 
received the documents before Mr. Foster came into this 
litigation. I didn't even know who Mr. Foster was. All I 
knew is I had documents that indicated Mr. Holt was the 
owner of Park City Pharmacy. I provided those to the 
Court. I sent out that subpoena. Those documents came 
from Bank One. Then Mr. Foster enters his appearance, 
subsequent to my subpoena being sent out and the 
documents being received from Bank One. 
Now, the problem is, your Honor, I sent and have served 
upon Mr. Frank a subpoena duces tecum and also a 
subpoena for deposition. Now, Mr. Foster indicates that he 
spoke with me, and I did speak with Mr. Foster. Mr. Foster 
indicated to me that Mr. Frank would absolutely not 
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provide me any documents and would not show up at his 
deposition. In fact, your Honor, I had subpoenaed four 
individuals for deposition, and all four of those individuals 
just failed to show up. Now he is requesting, your Honor, 
attorney's fees. This is what I have from Mr. Foster. My 
total fees that I have requested from this Court are about 
$900. 
Now Counsel, would lead this Court to believe that my fees 
are inflated. Mr. Foster just stood and said his fees were 
$4,000. The Court has reviewed what my subpoena 
requested. He said that I didn't do it right. Because, I 
• didn't serve the registered agent. In Mr. Frank's affidavit, 
himself, he doesn't indicate that Park City Pharmacy is a 
corporation. He says it is a sole owner of Park City 
Pharmacy. That's in his affidavit. That's why the subpoena 
went to Mr. Frank. I served him the subpoena, requested 
the documents, in fact, had to do it twice. My subpoena 
goes out early February. They can't find Mr. Frank for over 
a month. March 5, my subpoena comes back. Then I have 
to send it out again. 
Your Honor, what I have done is nothing more than what 
any other attorney would have done to try to protect Miss 
Holt. The allegations were that he owned Park City 
Pharmacy. I tried to get it through him, couldn't. Went to 
Bank One. My Bank One subpoena was a good subpoena. 
There was nothing wrong with my subpoena. 
[BY THE COURT] The Court is going to take the 
question of fees — I intend to wait until after the underlying 
litigation has been resolved to deal with the questions of 
fees and costs. 
(R.0738- 0739; R.0740; R.0741- 0742). 
[BY THE COURT] The Court is going to take the 
question of fees and costs under advisement, and we will 
deal with it after the other issues have been resolved in the 
case. 
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[BY MR. OLSEN] For the record, I will have those 
documents available May 28, at 2:00, at my office, for them. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I didn't understand that to be 
the Court's order. Didn't the Court order him to make a 
copy and give them to us? 
[BY THE COURT] The Court ordered that he 
notify Counsel where those documents were going to be 
available, and you can pick and choose whatever you want 
from them. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] We are to go to his office and 
examine them? 
[BY MR. OLSEN] Or someplace that's convenient. 
But I want everybody to know when and where that's going 
to occur. Is the date agreeable with everyone? 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I don't have my calendar with 
me. 
[BY MS. SAUNDERS] I am going to be in San 
Francisco on the 28th. 
[BY THE COURT] Step outside when we are 
through, and the three of you agree on a date, time and 
place for the documents to be inspected and/or copied, and 
include that in the order that reflects the ruling of the Court 
today. And counsel for the plaintiff will prepare the ~ 
counsel for the defendant will prepare the order. 
(R.0744) 
86. Mr. Foster never appeared at the office of Mr. Olsen or anywhere else 
to examine the records. 
87. A Decree Of Divorce was entered on the 22nd day of July, 1996. (R. 
0763-0776). 
88. The Decree Of Divorce awarded Ms. Holt the following: 
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a. Child support in the amount of one thousand eight hundred 
twenty four dollars ($1,824.00). 
b. Alimony in the form of the mortgage payment, in the amount of 
one thousand seven hundred eighty eight dollars ($1,788.00). 
c. Defendant's Suburban payment in the amount of four hundred 
one dollars ($401.00). 
d. Cash alimony in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800.00). 
e. Medical insurance for the children. 
f One half of child care. (R.0763 and 0773). 
89. The total child support and alimony awarded to Ms. Holt was four 
thousand eight hundred thirteen dollars ($4,813.00). (R.0769-0074). 
90. The award of four thousand eight hundred thirteen dollars ($4,813.00) 
plus child care and medical insurance exceeded the Plaintiffs alleged net income by over 
one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00). (R.0245). 
91. On August 23, 1996, a follow-up hearing on Ms. Holt's Motions and 
the Appellant's Motions were heard by Honorable Pat B. Brian. 
92. During the hearing, the following exchanges between Court and 
Counsel occurred: 
[BY MR. OLSEN] I will attempt to be brief, your 
Honor, but I think the Court realizes that from day one we 
have been playing hide and seek in this divorce matter. In 
fact, the discovery file is larger than the divorce file. If the 
Court will look at the subpoena that's been provided for the 
Court this morning on Bank One, first of all, that subpoena 
was sent out long before Mr. Foster even entered an 
appearance as counsel for a third party. 
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[BY THE COURT] Let me ask a question, and see 
if we can short circuit the entire process. Do you have all 
the documents that are disputed by opposing counsel in 
your possession this morning? 
[BY MR. OLSEN] I do. Your Honor, Mr. Foster, I 
believe-
[BY THE COURT] Let me ask another question. 
[BY MR. OLSEN] He has indicated, I think, in his 
pleadings, that I have lied about the fact that there are over 
1,000 documents that I have. When somebody questions 
my integrity, I had my clerk count those documents, your 
Honor, and I would proffer to the Court that, with the 
checks, there are 4,828 documents. For that reason, if the 
Court looks carefully at the transcript, that the court will 
note that after the Court ordered me to deliver those 
documents, the Court then said to make them available for 
copying by Counsel. Now, I have retained those 
documents, waiting for counsel to call to look at those 
documents, and to make copies of those documents. And, 
for that reason, I have the documents today, and I am 
delivering them to the Court. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] We have a motion for 
sanctions. We are into it about eight grand now, your 
Honor, fighting for our client's right not to be abused in the 
course of discovery, and he has been. 
[BY THE COURT] As I recall, this case has 
represented a very acrimonious, cantankerous, long, drawn-
out lawsuit, where there have been allegations and counter 
allegations of deceit and subterfuge and concealment and 
noncompliance and noncooperation, and nauseam. Let's just 
leave it alone, and let both sides bear whatever costs you 
have incurred in pursuing it or defending it or counter 
defense and counter pursuit, and understand that the case is 
now over. 
[BY MR. FOSTER] I take it that's a denial of our 
motion for attorney fees. 
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[BY THE COURT] It is. 
(R.0870 lines 13-20; R.0871; R.0873; R.0874) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
A. Ms. Holt's counsel complied with Rule 45(b)(1)(A) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Particularly, Ms. Holt's counsel had concrete substantiation that the 
Defendant was the owner of Park City Pharmacy; accordingly, in subpoenaing certain 
records and documentation from the pharmacy, Ms. Holt's counsel provided prior notice 
to Defendant's counsel as mandated by Rule 45(b)(1)(A) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
B. Inasmuch as the trial court did not find that Ms. Holt's counsel had violated 
Rule 45 or Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in denying Appellant's request for attorney fees and sanctions against Ms. Holt's 
counsel. 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
INASMUCH AS MS. HOLT'S COUNSEL HAD MULTIPLE 
DOCUMENTS SUBSTANTIATING THAT THE PLAINTIFF WAS THE 
OWNER OF PARK CITY PHARMACY, HE COMPLIED WITH 
RULE 45(b)(1)(A) OF THE UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. 
Initially, Appellants claim that Ms. Holt's counsel's subpoenas violated their 
constitutional right to privacy and violated Rule 45 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.1 
Specifically, Appellants argue that counsel for Ms. Holt failed to provide "prior notice" of 
any commanded production or inspection of documents pursuant to Rule 45(b)(1)(A) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Such claim is wholly without merit. 
Rule 45(b)(1)(A) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in pertinent part: 
Prior notice of any commanded production or inspection of documents or 
tangible things or inspection of premises before trial shall be served on each 
party in the manner prescribed by Rule 5(b). 
Rule 45(b)(1)(A) Utah R. Civ. P. 
In the case at bar, Ms. Holt's counsel was in possession of multiple documents 
explicitly indicating that the Plaintiff was the owner of Park City Pharmacy. Specifically, 
It is well settled that a party may not raise a constitutional claim for the first time 
on appeal. State v. Jameson. 800 P.2d 798, 801 (Utah 1990). In the present case, 
Appellant's Motion for a Protective Order, while citing certain constitutional 
provisions and supporting case law, did not address the subpoena issued to Bank 
One which is the issue of this appeal. Rather, the Protective Order only sought to 
protect (1) the confidentiality of documents of Terry Frank that are the subject of a 
Subpoena Duces Tecum and (2) to protect Mr. Frank from a Subpoena issued to 
him by Defendant Audrey N. Holt. Further, at the May 16, 1996 hearing, counsel 
for Appellants did not render any constitutionality claims with respect to the 
Subpoena issued to Bank One. Accordingly, inasmuch as the Appellants failed to 
preserve that claim below, they cannot raise it on appeal. 
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the Plaintiff represented himself as the owner of Park City Pharmacy on a Sale and License 
Agreement as well as a Maintenance Service Agreement. (R. 0605-0606). A copy of 
these agreements are incorporated herein and are attached as Addendum A. Furthermore, 
Ms. Holt believed that the Plaintiff was the owner based on representations made to her as 
well as the parties' standard of living prior to separation.2 
Armed with concrete documentation evidencing that Mr. Holt was indeed the 
owner of Park City Pharmacy, Ms. Holt's counsel prepared a Subpoena Duces Tecum and 
a Notice of Records Deposition for Bank One on or about February 29, 1996. (R. 0349-
0350) and thereafter had the same issued and served upon Bank One.3 The deposition 
was scheduled for April 1, 1996 at the hour of 10:00 a.m. and opposing counsel was 
provided "prior notice" of the same pursuant to Rule 45(b)(1)(A) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Opposing counsel never objected to nor filed any form of motion for 
protective order with respect to such Subpoena or Notice of Records Deposition. 
Moreover, the Bank One records, which were received by counsel at some point in mid 
Incidently, all bank records ultimately produced indicated that Mr. Holt was the 
owner of Park City Pharmacy. Specifically, he executed almost all checks, drafts, 
and other business papers on behalf of Park City Pharmacy. 
It is likewise important to note that based on the business papers and other 
documentation in counsel's possession indicating that the Plaintiff was indeed the 
owner of Park City Pharmacy, counsel had no reason to believe that there were 
other owners or that Park City Pharmacy was a corporate entity. Stated 
differently, where Plaintiff had routinely represented himself as the owner of Park 
City Pharmacy, Ms. Holt's counsel appropriately subpoenaed relevant records of 
the business of which he claimed to be the owner. 
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March 1996, were later introduced as part and parcel of Plaintiffs deposition, again 
without any objection by opposing counsel.4 
It was not until several days after Ms. Holt's counsel had prepared, issued, and 
served the Subpoena and Notice of Records Deposition on Bank One and opposing 
counsel that counsel for Ms. Holt was advised that Appellant may have some interest in 
Park City Pharmacy.5 Consequently, at such point, Ms. Holt's counsel undertook 
additional discovery relating to Mr. Frank. Not until some point around April 1, 1996 did 
Appellants even file a Motion for Protective Order which did not address the Bank One 
records already in counsel's possession; rather, only sought to protect: (1) "the 
confidentiality of documents of Terry Frank that are the subject of a Subpoena Duces 
Tecum; and (2) "Mr. Frank from a Subpoena issued to him by Defendant Audrey N. 
Holt." 
Without any basis whatsoever, Appellants claim that counsel for Ms. Holt 
improperly used the Bank One records as part of the deposition of Mr. Holt on 
April 11, 1996 inasmuch as there was a Motion for Protective Order pending. 
However, a review of Appellant's Motion reflects that Appellant was not seeking 
to protect the Bank One records but only to protect: (1) the confidentiality of 
documents of Terry Frank that are the subject of a Subpoena Duces Tecum; and 
(2) Mr. Frank from a Subpoena issued to him by Defendant Audrey N. Holt. (R. 
411-12). 
Plaintiffs counsel drafted Affidavit of Terry Frank wherein he represented that he 
was "the sole owner of the Park City Pharmacy located in Park City, Utah." (R. 
0331). Such fact is pivotal in light of Appellant's claim that Ms. Holt's counsel had 
an affirmative obligation to inquire as to the registered agent of Park City 
Pharmacy, Inc. Here, there was absolutely nothing to show that Park City 
Pharmacy had any corporate distinction whatsoever. This is particularly true in 
light of the business papers wherein Plaintiff represented himself to be the owner 
of the pharmacy (R. 0605-0606) and Mr. Frank's affidavit where he purported to 
be the sole owner of Park City Pharmacy (R. 0331). 
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Based on the foregoing, it is readily apparent that counsel for Ms. Holt complied 
with Rule 45(b)(1)(A). Particularly, Ms. Holt's counsel provided opposing counsel "prior 
notice" of the commanded production to Bank One pursuant to that rule and opposing 
counsel never objected to the subject Subpoena or Notice of Records Deposition. 
Further, contrary to Appellant's claim, counsel for Ms. Holt had no separate or 
independent duty to Appellant or its counsel with respect to the Bank One Subpoena and 
Notice since: (1) Ms. Holt's counsel had substantiated evidence that the Plaintiff was the 
owner of Park City Pharmacy and had represented himself as such; and (2) Appellant filed 
no pleadings until several weeks after the preparation, issuance, and service of the Bank 
One Subpoena and such pleadings did not even seek to protect the Bank One records 
which were already in possession of Ms. Holt's counsel and at issue in this appeal. 
Accordingly, Appellant's Claims under Rule 45 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure fail. 
POINT H 
FAILURE TO ATTACH FORM 30 TO THE BANK ONE SUBPOENA 
DUCES TECUM AND NOTICE OF RECORDS DEPOSITION 
IS NOT FATAL AND DOES NOT INVALIDATE SUCH DOCUMENTS. 
Appellants summarily claim that failure to attach Form 30 to Bank One's Subpoena 
and Notice of Records Deposition is fatal and warrants sanctions. Not only does 
Appellant fail to cite any statutory authority or case law for such proposition, but more 
importantly, for the same reasons set forth above, Appellants cannot challenge such 
alleged deficiency on appeal. 
As stated previously, the ultimate issue in this appeal is the propriety of the Bank 
One Subpoena and Notice of Records Deposition. Those documents were prepared, 
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issued, served and complied with by Bank One absent any objection by Plaintiffs counsel. 
Further, Appellants did not enter objection to any subpoenas or other discovery until 
several weeks after the Bank One subpoena had been complied with and the relevant 
material delivered to Ms. Holt's counsel's office. More importantly, even at such point 
that Appellant's did object to certain discovery, they never challenged, by Motion for 
Protective Order or otherwise, the Bank One Subpoena and Notice of Records 
Deposition. Effectually, Appellants would strap Ms. Holt's counsel with the burden of 
conjecturing that there were other owners of Park City Pharmacy or that Park City 
Pharmacy was a corporation at the time that the relevant documents were prepared, issued 
and served, notwithstanding the substantiation to the contrary in counsel's possession. 
Consequently, inasmuch as Appellants were not a party to the proceedings below at such 
time that the Bank One Subpoena was issued, served on both Bank One and opposing 
counsel, and complied with by Bank One, it does not lie in the mouth of Appellants to 
complain regarding the same. Even so, there is no authority to support Appellant's claim 
that the absence of the Form 30 notice invalidates the operative documents or warrants 
sanctions. 
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POINT ffl 
APPELLANTS WAIVED ANY CLAIM TO THE 
VALIDITY OF THE SUBPOENAS AND NOTICES 
BELOW, AND BASED ON THE FACTS AND COURT'S 
FINDINGS, THE COURT'S DENIAL OF SANCTIONS, 
INCLUDING ATTORNEY FEES, SHOULD BE UPHELD 
Appellants next argue that since Ms. Holt's counsel's assistant executed certain 
Subpoenas in this case, such are facially invalid and warrant sanctions against Ms. Holt's 
counsel.6 However, such claim is misdirected in light of Apellants'counsel's actions 
below. 
As to Appellants' claim that the Suppoenas issued to Mr. Frank were facially 
invalid, Appellants' neglect to advise this court that at the May 16, 1996 hearing, which 
was incorporated into the ultimate order, he and counsel for Ms. Holt stipulate to what 
documentation and other material will be provided to Ms. Holt's counsel. (R. 0735-0736). 
Effectually then, as a result of said stipulation in open court and the incorporation of same 
into the final order, Appellants waive any residual claim that the subject subpoenas are 
facially invalid and are estopped from raising such issue on appeal. 
Appellants' claim for sanctions, including attorney fees, is likewise without merit. 
Specifically, the court in denying Appellant's Motion explicitly found that: 
[T]his case represented a very acrimonious, cantankerous, long, drawn-out 
lawsuit, where there have been allegations and counter allegations of deceit 
and subterfuge and concealment and noncompliance and noncooperation, 
Counsel for Ms. Holt has at all times been forthright with the court below in 
professing that he had indeed prepared and reviewed all of the subject Subpoenas 
and notices, but inasmuch as he was out of town on the respective date, he 
directed his assistant to execute the same on his behalf. 
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and nauseam. Let's just leave it alone and let both sides bear whatever 
costs you have incurred in pursuing it or defending it or counter defense 
and counter pursuit, and understand that the case is over now. 
(R. 0874). 
Inasmuch as the foregoing finding was the Court's basis for denying Appellants' 
Motion for Sanctions as well as both parties' Motions for Attorney Fees, this Court 
should review the same under the clearly erroneous standard. Barnard v. Sutliff. 846 P.2d 
1229, 1234 (Utah App. 1992). In the instant case, there is considerable evidence in the 
record that there was outright concealment on the part of the Plaintiff as to his actual 
income and assets. Further, even after the Appellant stipulated in open Court to provide 
particular documentation relating to payments made to or on behalf of the Plaintiff which 
was the subject of the Subpoenas herein, he failed to do so. Consequently, Ms. Holt's 
counsel was indeed compelled to resort to zealous means in accomplishing appropriate 
discovery as a result of such concealment. Therefore, such finding supporting the denial 
of sanctions, including attorney fees, should stand; and the Court's ultimate denial of 
sanctions, including attorney fees, should be affirmed.7 
Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides for sanctions, "including 
reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading, motion or other 
paper . . . ." Rule 11 Utah R. Civ. P. In reviewing Appellants' Affidavit of 
Attorney Fees, this Court will note that only an inconsequential portion of 
Appellants' expenses are attributable to what Appellants purport are facially 
invalid Subpoenas. Rather, the crux of the expenses and attorney fees are directly 
ascribed to challenging the Bank One Subpoena and Notice, which, based on the 
argument set forth above, was wholly baseless. 
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CONCLUSION 
The record in this case conclusively demonstrates that Ms. Holt's counsel complied 
with the relevant portions of Rule 45(b)(1)(A) in providing opposing counsel "prior 
notice" of the request commanding production of documents. Specifically, counsel for 
Ms. Holt had concrete substantiation that the Plaintiff herein was the owner of Park City 
Pharmacy. Therefore, Ms. Holt's counsel appropriately and timely executed and served a 
Subpoena and Notice of Records Deposition commanding production of records on 
accounts of Park City Pharmacy. Such Subpoenas and Notices were executed, served and 
complied with by Bank One prior to the Appellant even becoming involved in the 
litigation. Moreover, while the Subpoena and Notice did not attach Form 30, opposing 
counsel, who was advised of such discovery, never objected to the same, and therefore in 
light of the facts of this case, Appellants' counsel cannot raise such issue on appeal. 
Finally, Appellants waived any claim to the defectiveness of the subject Subpoenas 
and Notices inasmuch as they ultimately stipulated to production under those stipulations. 
Moreover, there is sufficient evidence in the record to support the Court's finding 
supporting its denial of sanctions, including attorney fees, and such should be upheld. 
Based on the foregoing, Appellants' appeal should be denied. 
DATED this ^J/ hay of July, 1997. 
OLSEN & OLSEN 
A^JL^ci 
Mitchell/. Olsen 
Attorney for Ms. Holt/Appellant 
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I hereby certify that on the Q ) ) day of , ^ V i \LXA , 1997,1 mailed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF, postage prepaid ^ U* 
thereon to: 
Lynn G. Foster 
Brett L. Foster 
FOSTER & FOSTER, L.C. 
Attorneys for Third Party Appellants 
602 East 300 South 
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ADDENDUM "A 
COPY OF PARK CITY PHARMACY SALE AND LICENSE AGREEMENT 
AND 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE AGREEMENT 
NATIONAL DATA C O R P O R A T E 
^ 
* > * < & • 
One National Data Plaza, 
Corporate Square y^ 
Atlanta, GA 30329 fn , / ) / 
CUSTOMER (P/A r-l£ & !4g h r\<X. r-rwa-C^g 
SALE AND LICENSE AGREEME^J 
Primary Wholesaler. 
greement No. 
Mr> m No. _ 
^|pi 
BILLING ADDRESS*/ 
Street /6* £> UV* 5 ^ 
J INSTALL#TfoW^^ : - :«A 
Street r .t&@^mi*>*fio*A-r, T.<L W j r -
City F<xr^^4rr,r^ 
Attn: 6ir-?V U+I4-
State OH zip _ J Z ^ T City ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
; Phone *« MS/-<£*>*- A t t n : V : ^ ^ ^ ^ y 
State 7 ^ ' " 'Z ip ' ' t f f a&o 
Name — 
Address 
# ^ /r^ 
NDC REPRESENTATJVi tymm&&///<r. 
Phone 
&>/---£'ZJ---63<i/ 
S6VZ 'V- &3 rtf/toe... 6/^4^^mm^-^:-v.^S^oJ. 
This Agreement governs the sale of NDC equipment and the licensing of NDC Software Products." 
1. PRODUCT SCHEDULE . 
EQUIPMENT/SOFTWARE 
PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION 
EQUIPMENT^PURCHASE 
PRICE 
QTY. TOTALUPURCHASE PRICE 
LICENSE FEES 
ANNUAL 
LICENSE 
FEE 
ONE 
TIME 
LICENSE 
FEE 
ANNUAL 
MAINT. 
FEE 
/ / 
T> 
:i '/jc'y 'J ^ *'*"' ' ^y s.'~
7
 -^ *' / s/ ^ y-^ 
r *sss 
, • } « • • • • " • 
/ 
/ • 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
X 
/ 
/ 
u.m 
: ? » i £ s f c : ••• 
tyj»0O 
/r 
/ / , • • * - / 
K>Lhu«r>, Sp^^/ty^' lyJo*-
/ • /<• X 
SALES TAX & FREIGHT (To Be Invoiced) 
SUB TOTAL 
DOWN PAYMENT 
TOTAL 
m oo imso-oo 
*t£&2V£L do 
CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT HAS READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON THE TWO PAG^Of^THlS'AGREEMENT. SHALL BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDI-
TIONS. AND THIS.AGRE6MENT REPRESENTS THE COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES REGARDING THE SUBJECT 
MATTER HEREOF AND.SUPERSEDES ALL PRIOR ORAL AND WRITTEN PROPOSALS AND COMMUNICATIONS. 
CUSTOMER: 
By: 
Title: 
NATlONAl DATA'CORPORATION 
/COL -" : ^ ) ^ < / > /U^y .^ . ^u Title 
FTTTTT 
NATIONAL. DATA CORPtf O N Agreement? 
System No . 
'MAINTENANCE SERVICE AGREEMENT 
One National Oata Plaza (^^M^t^t^\ ~ 77-H6"" +il*- / ^ ^ ^/?/ 
Corporate Square v /^ -or^- ,^^- / ^==r 
Atlanta GA 30329 
CUSTOMER <A^d^ ^6*^~ ^fag***4^ 
BILLING ADDRESS T 
Street /6£5~ ^<n***n*^^--/U»^ ^ 
INSTALLATION ADDRESS 
Street _ - $ ^ > ^ -
j , t rf*t«!<£*>*• t ^ 
Attn 
C i ty . .S ta te . -2ip. 
At tn i / ' / /^ // './ 
This Agreement governs the maintenance of NDC supplied equipment and Software Products 
1 ^SERVICE SCHEDULE . / 
^LHardware Maintenance ! Vsoftware Maintenance 
'^Third-Party Claims Processing _jprice Updating" 
SERVICE 
DESCRIPTION 
QTY. TOTAL MONTHLY 
SERVICE FEE 
TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SERVICE 
FEB 
OTHER 
FEES 
r&C ?/&,£ vjtt? 
—^4y—ffo-.— 
/ 
/£06t 
/tc; _x.-< < ? / , , r 
TOTALS \SL / _x _/ Cst^y 
CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT HAS READ T H E TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS A G R E E U - N T SHALL BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND C O N D I -
T I O N S AND THIS AGREEMENT REPRESENTS T H E COMPLETE AND EXLUSIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN T H E PARTIES REGARDING THE 
S U B j £ C ^ M A T T E R 4 1 E R E O F AND SUPERSEDESALtfPRlOR ORAL AND WRITTEN PROPOSALS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
By- -
ytf/2t- - y/9^^L^j^/^^u^^ 
NATIONAL OATA CO=PORATlON 
By ~TCMJ'S IJU^J 
Tn& d&». U - V y j 
V 
57^/ <* 
2.2 
Z3 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
2.1 Effective Oat* This Agreement is effective when botbLpartlea have-s»g*ed-il 
Charges General: The Services selected by Customer and their charges are set forth in the Service Schedule 
All charges tor Service are due and payeblejo fyDC w»lh\n thirty (30) days after receipt of invoice 
Customer shall pay or reimburse NDC for aM taxe**Jmposedon Customer or NOC on «ny interest in the Serv ses or upon th s Agreement 
Customer thsl) pay *ll tr»n$porUtion charges.^ * *$&4k- t k 
if Customer fa is to pay any charges when due NOCmay assess a late payment charge of 1.5% par month bu* -tot n excess of the lawful maximum on the past due balance 
LIMITATION OF HEMEOY AND L l A B I L l T Y ^ ^ f t ^ ^ t- H 
Customer's exclusive remedy and NOC* antire tfal&Jty. In, contract tort or otherwise for the Services provided ereunder is as follows 
A. NDC dot not warrant that any Softw»{f^Jc^uc£jajffor fret or that its use will be uninterrupted NDC s sow oe-l gat on under this Agreement wii) be to provide the Services as 
described in Section 3 below " £**?t^&&%J* *~ *~ t 
8 IN NO EVENT WILL NDC BE LIABLE f OH (1> SPECIAL, INDIRECT INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR (2) ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM 
LOSS OF USE DATA OR PROFITS ARISING OUT OF.OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY SERVICES HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE 
PRODUCTS WHETHER IN AN ACTION BASED OH CONTRACTOR TORT. INCLUDING NEGLEGENCE. IN NO EVENT WtL NDC S TOTAL LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES IN ANY ACTION 
BASED ON CONTRACT OR TORT ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT EXCEEO THE TOT A. FEES PAID TO NDC BY CUSTOMER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT 
C Neither party may Institute any act ic^M^y Jofffe/hfjajng out of or in connection with this Agreement mo e -an two years after the cause of action has arisen or in the case of 
nonpayment, more than two years from the date of taat payroefttor promise to pay except thst this limitation does not ace y to an act on for payment of taxes 
2.4 Warranty Disclaimer THERE ARE NO EXPRESS OR IMPUED WARRANTIES INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE NOT SPECIFIED HEREIN RESPECTING THJS AGREEMENT OR THE EQUIPMENT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS. DOCUMENTATION AND SERVICES PROVIDED 
2.5 DefautL If Customs defaultsunderthisAgre«mentaiAdsuohdefeultcontinuesforlOdaysafterNDCswrmennot c* then NDC mayterminate this Agreement declare the ent re amount 
of the unpaid balance and any other charges to be immediately due and payable and exercise any otbecremedy ex *t n» u aw or n equ ty Customer shall pay NOC all costs end expenses 
including attorneys fees incurred in exercising its right* or remedies 
No delay or failure of NOC to exercise any righ^or remedy operates as a waiver thereof 
2.6 GENERAL. All orders are subject to acceptance by NOC and fulfillment of NOC s credit requirements 
NOC is not liable for any failure or delay in performance due to any cause beyond its control 
This Agreement and any part thereof may be amended only by a wr ting executed by Customer and NOC 
This Agreement ts governed by the law of the State of Georgia. NDCs obligations under Uus Agreement are l r ted to the continental United States 
Customer shall not export directly or indirectly any technical data. Information or Items acqu red und^r ttu* Agrewnent lo any country for wh ch the United States Government (or any 
ag«ocy thereof) requ ns an export license or other approval without first obuining such written consent and shall ncorporru
 n all export shipping documents the appi cable destinat on control 
statements *+* 
Customer may a**jgn this Agreement in whole or in part only with the prior written consent of NOC NOC at ts -ct on has the right to ass gn this Agreement and/or all or part of the 
~ A K * - -*^.«.« „
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ADDENDUM "B" 
TRANSCRIPT HEARING OF MAY 16,1996 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CLIFFORD HOLT, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
AUDREY HOLT, 
Defendant. 
* * * 
Civil No. 954300067 
Honorable Pat B. Brian 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
* * * 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
Coalville, Utah 
May 16, 1996 
* * * 
BRAD J. YOUNG 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER 
UA.o 
THE COURT: I want to have Counsel tell the Court, in 
a very definitive manner, what it is you want in the discovery 
process, and what evidence you have to present to the Court to 
authorize you to continue to pursue it. Go ahead. 
MR. OLSEN: Can I do that? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. OLSEN: If I might just speak one minute to what 
Miss Saunders has indicated. This started clear back with 
Judge Noel, your Honor, we came before the Court, and they 
provided all this horrendous evidence that Mr. Holt was making 
some $4,000 a month. And we provided all kinds of evidence 
that indicated that he did not. For instance, during 1994, he 
paid my client, alone, just moneys to her, over $87,000. You 
can't do that on $4,000 a month. It is physically impossible. 
And I was grateful. 
But Mr. Holt finally admitted in his deposition in 
1994, and this is completely different than what he has 
indicated throughout the discovery process, but he finally 
admitted in his deposition that he made $100,000 in 1994. So 
it has taken us that long to finally get to someplace. 
But the problem is this. And Mr. Foster is here to 
address it. You hear this all the time, but I will just tell 
you why I need this information. I am sure the Court has had 
an opportunity to review all the mountains of things I have 
presented and what Mr. Foster has presented. I am just very 
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surprised. I requested something that was, in my opinion, 
very, very simple, your Honor. I asked that Mr. Frank — I 
asked that he provide copies of checks given by Mr. Frank, who 
Mr. Holt believes — at least alleges that is his boss, the 
checks that were given by Mr. Frank to the defendant. 
Now, in his interrogatories, he alleges that 
Mr. Frank loaned him some $65,000 in 1994. Well, we believe it 
is income. All we want to do is see the checks that have been 
given by Mr. Frank to Mr. Holt. I think that's discoverable. 
How in the world can it not be? 
THE COURT: Why isnft the defendant forthcoming, or 
the plaintiff forthcoming with that information? 
MR. OLSEN: He doesn't have it. 
MS. SAUNDERS: We don't have it. 
MR. OLSEN: The checks are with Mr. Frank. He would 
have paid the checks to Mr. Holt. The checks would have been 
returned to Mr. Frank. The issue here, your Honor, is income. 
That's it. 
THE COURT: Let's ask Counsel where the checks are. 
MR. FOSTER: Would you like me to speak to that? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. FOSTER: The Court is trying to rein this case 
in, instead of let it just get out of hand. 
MR. FOSTER: We don't have any problem, your Honor, 
at all, with abiding by the Rules of Civil Procedure, in 
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providing appropriate documents. What Mr. Olsen has to say is, 
A, is an exaggeration, at best, and something much worse than 
that, at worst. He didn't ask Mr. Frank for Mr. Frank's 
documents. He asked Mr. Frank personally, and not in a 
representative capacity, the documents of Park City Pharmacy. 
We didn't object to providing the documen ;, per se. We 
objected if they were not relevant, and we laid claim to bank 
records being confidential. 
I spoke with this man, and asked him if he would like 
to propose a stipulated protective order, to which he did not 
have time to devote attention. We don't have to make those 
records available and have him expose them in a deposition. 
When I talked with him on the phone, he had already subpoenaed 
Park City Pharmacy, Inc.'s records. I represent Park City 
Pharmacy. I formed the company. I issued the stock 
certificates subject to signature by the people. I am still 
counsel of record. And Terry Frank is the registered agent for 
service of process for that company, and has seen no corporate 
subpoena or copy of any subpoena. 
These people do a submarine subpoena. By that I mean 
they did not serve Park City Pharmacy with a copy, and they go 
directly to Park City Pharmacy's bank records in Bank One, get 
those records, and after we have filed our motion for 
protective order to preserve the confidentiality of these 
documents, and I am speaking with this man, he does not tell me 
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1 that he has possession of Park City Pharmacy records, 
2 concerning which I have asserted a claim of confidentiality. 
3 But, rather, he takes Mr. Holt's deposition, and exposes those 
4 documents as exhibits on a nonconfidential basis, and then I 
5 learn about it after the deposition, that our documents have 
6 been obtained without our knowledge, from our bank, and no 
7 effort has been made to put them under seal, to advise me, so 
8 that I can come to this Court and say, your Honor, we have an 
9 objection to these being provided. We want a protective order, 
10 if they are relevant. We want them excluded, if they are not 
11 relevant. It seems to me reasonable. 
12 THE COURT: And the Court thinks that's reasonable, 
13 also. Why don't we just provide copies of any checks that were 
14 issued to the plaintiff in this case, and all the rest of the 
15 bank records, let's seal them, until the Court determines that 
16 they should be unsealed. 
17 MR. FOSTER: We don't have possession of the bank 
18 records that had been subpoenaed. Counsel, Mr. Olsen, counsel 
19 for the defendant, has those records. He has refused to give 
20 me copies of the records he got from Bank One, and he has 
21 refused to give me a copy of the subpoena that he gave to Bank 
22 One, which I find very curious. 
23 We think, also, there is a serious issue of 
24 invalidity on the subpoenas. They were signed by a secretary. 
25 She is not an officer of the court. We see that as a forgery. 
We think the burden is on Mr. Olsen to sign his own subpoenas. 
We think if the secretary signs the subpoenas, they are of no 
force and effect. Therefore, we think we are before this Court 
concerning subpoenas that really, in effect, don't exist. 
THE COURT: Help the Court cut to the chase on this 
one. 
MR. FOSTER: If the Court will tell me — if the 
Court will give me an attorney eyes only protective order, and 
will confine what we are to produce to precisely that — what 
he asked for in the subpoena to Terry Frank was all of the bank 
statements, all of the checks for four years. 
MR. OLSEN: I haven't asked that from Terry Frank. 
MR. FOSTER: Would you like me to get it out? 
MR. OLSEN: That's fine, yeah. 
MR. FOSTER: I would be very pleased to pull the 
subpoena. 
MR. OLSEN: To Bank One or to Terry Frank? 
MR. FOSTER: To Terry Frank. 
MR. OLSEN: I correct myself. One of the main issues 
here is the American Express account that Mr. Holt claims is 
being paid by Park City Pharmacy. All I asked for was copies 
of the checks paid on the American Express account from Park 
City Pharmacy for '93, f94 and !95. What's happening is they 
are using this American Express account as income. He charged 
$35,000 on his American Express account, and he alleges that's 
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1 not income, But he is using it for personal purposes. They 
2 are not business purposes. 
3 MR. FOSTER: We have to get back to the issue of 
4 running roughshod over the Rules of Civil Procedure and case 
5 law in trying to get to these records. Part of the Rules of 
6 Civil Procedure and a great deal of the case law we have cited 
7 to the Court has to do with protection of the rights of third 
8 parties. Terry Frank is not a party to this. I have no idea, 
9 in all due respect, what these records are. I have never seen 
10 them. I am not trying to conceal anything. But I have tried 
11 cases all over this land, and I have never seen anybody not 
12 appropriately serve copies of subpoenas, not honor a motion for 
13 a protective order, and file a motion for attorney's fees, and 
14 file a motion to compel. Just mind-boggling. 
15 THE COURT: The Court is going to honor your 
16 position. Here is what the Court would like to do. 
17 MR. FOSTER: We will accommodate, reasonably, your 
18 Honor. 
19 THE COURT: Maybe it just is going to fall on deaf 
20 ears again. We have what appears to be a fairly routine 
21 domestic case that is generating a small forest of paper. 
22 Every time the parties come to court, every time they file a 
23 motion, every time they respond to a motion, money for this 
24 little family is going someplace else. 
25 MR. FOSTER: Mr. Terry Frank's money. He is into it 
four or five grand. 
THE COURT: I just simply would appreciate it if 
counsel would help the Court to help you focus on the issues of 
this case, and unless it is different than hundreds of cases 
that this Court sees every year, that deal with questions of 
custody and visitation and support and fair division of assets 
and fair assumption of debt, I mean, there can only be so many 
twists and turns to this type of lawsuit. Let's get it 
resolved. I am asking counsel, as a courtesy to each other, 
and as an act of deference to the Court, to seal the records 
that are questionable in any way as having any bearing in this 
lawsuit. We will give you the protective order. And I want 
the records surrendered to the Court, and they will be under a 
protective order. The Court believes that if the request is as 
it has been articulated, counsel should be entitled to receive 
copies of any checks from the plaintiff's employer to the 
plaintiff in a relevant period of time. 
MR. FOSTER: May I point out to the Court that the 
subpoena to Bank One reads as follows. "All copies of 
statements and checks on account number such and such, Park 
City Pharmacy, for 1993, 1994, 1995 and 1996." So he already 
has the records. 
MR. OLSEN: These are from him, personally. 
MR. FOSTER: Are we orally modifying the subpoena to 
Terry Frank to his records, only, now? 
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1 MR. OLSEN: It says from Terry Frank, copies of all 
2 checks given by you, Terry Frank, to Clifford Holt. Mr. Holt 
3 is saying that Terry Frank has loaned him money. All we want 
4 is copies of those checks from Mr. Frank to Mr. Holt. 
5 MR. FOSTER: I need clarification. Because your 
6 subpoena reads copies of all checks given by you or entities in 
7 which you have an interest. Are you striking — 
8 MR. OLSEN: I have Park City Pharmacy. If there is 
9 other entities, yes. 
10 MR. FOSTER: Whatfs the scope? A minute ago you are 
11 telling me all you want are Terry Frank's records. Now you 
12 seem to be saying you want his records and Park City Pharmacy 
13 records. 
14 MR. OLSEN: Any check he has signed to Cliff Holt. 
15 MR. FOSTER: Do you not have the bank records? 
16 MR. OLSEN: I do. 
17 MR. FOSTER: Why do we have to duplicate that? 
18 MR. OLSEN: You don't have to duplicate that. 
19 MR. FOSTER: You are going to strike in your 
20 subpoena — okay, Park City Pharmacy. You do have records from 
21 other financial institutions. 
22 MR. OLSEN: Do not. 
23 MR. FOSTER: That's not consistent with my 
24 understanding, that there was a subpoena not only to Park City 
5 Pharmacy but to one other -- one other entity. Some savings o 
1 savings and loan; is that correct? 
2 MR. OLSEN: I don't know what you are speaking of. I 
3 just want checks from Mr. Frank to Mr. Holt. That's all. Any 
4 check that he has signed. 
5 MR. FOSTER: So what you want from me, then, to make 
6 sure that I understand what's being sought, is any nonPark City 
7 Pharmacy check which has been signed by Terry Frank and is 
8 available to Cliff Holt. 
9 MR. OLSEN: Sure. That's all I want. 
10 THE COURT: Can you live with that? 
11 MR. FOSTER: I can live with it. But we request, 
12 your Honor, that we be awarded our attorney's fees for having 
13 to deal with this. This is not our problem. Self help was 
14 available. All this man had to do was behave reasonably, and 
15 we would have cooperated. We are in litigation all the time. 
16 MR. OLSEN: I will address that. But there are other 
17 things that I have requested, also. He is saying that 
18 I Mr. Frank loaned him money. If there are promissory notes, all 
19 I want is a copy of those promissory notes. I think that's 
20 fair and reasonable. 
21 MR. FOSTER: I don't want to get into duplication. I 
22 would like — first of all, I would like to have a copy of all 
23 the bank records that you subpoenaed. And I would like you to 
24 send me a copy of the subpoena, too, that you have refused to 
25 send me up to this point. If you have already got promissory 
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notes, I don't want to be searching for the ones you already 
have. 
MR. OLSEN: 
MR. FOSTER: 
MR. OLSEN: 
don't exist. 
THE COURT: 
MR. OLSEN: 
Mr. Frank or entities 
Express. 
MR. FOSTER: 
think that's — 
MR. OLSEN: 
MR. FOSTER: 
relevant. 
THE COURT: 
I don't have any. Can I have those? 
If they exist. 
If they don't exist, just tell me they 
Anything else? 
Copies of checks that have been paid by 
in which he has an interest to American 
I think we would object to that. I 
On Mr. Holt's account. 
Well beyond the scope of what's 
He said only as it related to the 
plaintiff, not to that account. Only as it related to the 
plaintiff. The Court 
MR. OLSEN: 
Mr. Holt is the owner 
Club and Golf Course. 
owns the membership. 
believes that's a reasonable request. 
The documents indicate, your Honor, that 
of a membership at Jeremy Ranch Country 
He is claiming that Park City Pharmacy 
All I have asked Mr. Frank is to show me 
a document that indicates that Park City Pharmacy owns that 
club membership. 
MR. FOSTER: Why doesn't he go to the club? 
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MR. OLSEN: I have been there. They say Mr. Holt 
owns it. 
MR. FOSTER: Then you have your evidence. 
MR. OLSEN: That's the case, so be it. 
THE COURT: It is denied. The Court will not require 
the production of that evidence. 
MR. OLSEN: Any partnership agreement between 
Mr. Holt and Mr. Frank. 
MR. FOSTER: There are no partnership agreements. 
One share of stock thatfs been issued, and that was issued to 
Terry Frank. That's the only outstanding item. 
MR. OLSEN: Employment agreements with Mr. Frank. 
MR. FOSTER: Not to my knowledge. 
MR. OLSEN: I have asked for a copy of benefits 
provided by Park City Pharmacy to Cliff Holt. 
MR. FOSTER: It is unlikely. This is a fairly 
informal kind of thing. 
MR. OLSEN: There aren't any, all you have to say is 
no. But if you do have them, you will give them to me; is that 
right? 
MR. FOSTER: Sure. 
MR. OLSEN: And, your Honor, I have the rest of the 
documents from other sources. So those are the only ones that 
I am speaking from Mr. Frank. 
MR. FOSTER: We would like copies of those documents 
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1 to the extent they involve any — Terry Frank in any way. If 
2 they have gone on a submarine subpoena, and they have popped 
3 these things out here, we haven't been notified. We want to 
4 know what they are. We may want to file an after-the-fact 
5 protective order. 
6 THE COURT: Your request is ordered. The Court 
7 orders all those documents be duplicated and provided to 
8 counsel for the pharmacy by June 1. 
9 MS. SAUNDERS: May I also get copies of the checks 
10 that will be provided? I donft have them. I didnft want them 
11 until this was resolved. 
12 MR. FOSTER: I will see the plaintiff gets copies. 
13 MS. SAUNDERS: The ones that Mr. Olsen has in his 
14 possession. 
15 MR. OLSEN: There are a lot of checks. The Court has 
16 ordered me to deliver those to the Court. I will provide those 
17 to the Court. If they want to take them from the Court — 
18 MR. FOSTER: I don't want to make another trip up 
19 here to try to find out document — 
20 MR. OLSEN: All I have is the checks. You ordered 
21 they be sealed and delivered to the Court. I will do that. 
22 MR. FOSTER: I would like all the documents that he 
23 has that relate to Terry Frank. 
24 THE COURT: That!s reasonable. The Court has so 
25 ordered. 
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MR. OLSEN: I will make them available for him to 
copy. 
THE COURT: Send them to him. 
MR. OLSEN: There are thousands. I can't make copies 
of all those. I will make them available for him to make 
copies. 
MR. FOSTER: I think you can. 
MR. OLSEN: Is the Court ordering I make copies, or 
make them available for him to make copies? 
MR. FOSTER: I think he ordered you to make copies. 
MR. OLSEN: It cost me hundreds of dollars to make 
copies of those checks. 
THE COURT: You take all of the copies to a date and 
a time and a place certain. Counsel can come and look at every 
document. 
MR. OLSEN: Make copies of anything they want. I 
have no problem with that. 
THE COURT: I want that done before June 1. 
Anything else? 
MR, FOSTER: Just would like the Court to grant our 
attorney's fees. 
THE COURT: On your request for fees, Counsel, reduce 
the claim for fees to an affidavit. 
MR. FOSTER: It is of record. 
THE COURT: You have submitted an affidavit? 
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MR. FOSTER: Yes. 
THE COURT: You responded to it? 
MR. OLSEN: I have. If I might speak to that. 
Counsel would lead the Court to believe that he was submarined. 
I might indicate, and I have put in my response, your Honor, we 
have documents that would indicate that Mr. Holt is the owner 
of Park City Pharmacy. As a result of those documents that 
indicated that — and signed by him, written by him, that he is 
the owner of Park City Pharmacy, what we did is on March 11 of 
1996 copies of my subpoenas were delivered to opposing counsel. 
There was absolutely no objection that was filed on the Bank 
One subpoena. That subpoena went out to Bank One on March 11. 
Mr. Foster enters his appearance on March 28, three weeks after 
my subpoena went out to Mr. Holt. 
Now, if Mr. Holt had a problem with my subpoena he 
could have objected to that subpoena. It went out to Bank One. 
I received the document before Mr. Foster even came into this 
litigation. I didn't even know who Mr. Foster was. All I knew 
is I had documents that indicated Mr. Holt was the owner of 
Park City Pharmacy. I provided those to the Court. I sent out 
that subpoena. Those documents came from Bank One. Then 
Mr. Foster enters his appearance, subsequent to my subpoena 
being sent out and the document being received from Bank One. 
Now, the problem is, your Honor, I sent and have 
served upon Mr. Frank a subpoena duces tecum and also a 
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subpoena for a deposition. Now, Mr. Foster indicates that he 
spoke with me, and I did speak with Mr. Foster. Mr. Foster 
indicated to me that Mr. Frank would absolutely not provide me 
my documents and would not show up at his deposition. In fact, 
your Honor, I had subpoenaed four individuals for depositions, 
and all four of those individuals just failed to show up. Now 
he is requesting, your Honor, attorney1s fees. This is what I 
have from Mr. Foster. My total fees that I have requested from 
this Court are about $900. 
Now, Counsel would lead this Court to believe that my 
fees are inflated. Mr. Foster just stood and said his fees 
were $4,000. The Court has reviewed what my subpoena 
requested. He said that I didn't do it right, because I didn't 
serve the registered agent. In Mr. Frank's affidavit, himself, 
he doesn't indicate that Park City Pharmacy is a corporation. 
He says it is sole owner of Park City Pharmacy. That's in his 
affidavit. That's why the subpoena went to Mr. Frank. I 
served him the subpoena, requested the documents, in fact, had 
to do it twice. My subpoena goes out early February. They 
can't find Mr. Frank for over a month. March 5, my subpoena 
comes back. Then I have to send it out again. 
Your Honor, what I have done is nothing more than 
what any other attorney would have done to try to protect Miss 
Holt. The allegations were that he owned Park City Pharmacy. 
I tried to get it through him, couldn't. Went to Bank One. My 
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Bank One subpoena was a good subpoena. There was nothing wrong 
with my subpoena. 
THE COURT: The Court is going to take the question 
of fees -- I intend to wait until after the underlying 
litigation has been resolved to deal with the questions of fees 
and costs. 
MR. FOSTER: In response to the belated attempt to 
validate the subpoena to Bank One, I point out to the Court 
that good protocol and reason is to make known to the 
registered agent. Now, we do this all the time. Mr. Olsen 
knows the procedure. You pick up the phone, you call the 
corporations division, you say, "What information do you have 
in your files for Park City Pharmacy, Inc.?" "Inc." suggests 
to any experienced lawyer that somewhere along the line there 
is a corporation. Had he done that, he would have immediately, 
with a 60-second phone call, known that Terry Prank was the 
agent for service of process, and the appropriate person to be 
served for the corporation. 
So he didn't do what any reasonable lawyer would do. 
He short-cutted it. His secretary signed the subpoenas, didn't 
make a due diligence investigation, and then tries to stick us 
with all of this work, and it is substantial, your Honor. But 
it is, to some extent, a matter of principle. What I told 
Mr. Olsen was that until we had resolved the issue of 
confidentiality and relevance raised by our motions to quash 
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and for protective order, we would not produce documents, and 
we would not permit Mr. Frank to be deposed, which is the 
ordinary course of business in this kind of thing. 
Mr. Olsen would like to make much about his February 
subpoena. If the Court will look at it, the Court will find 
that it has the wrong address on it. So it was discarded. 
They started over with another one in March, with the right 
address, and within a couple of weeks, two and a half weeks, it 
was served. I have gone over to the apothecary shop which is 
on South Temple, 10th East, hundreds of times. 80 percent of 
the time I walk in there, Mr. Frank is behind the counter. He 
is not hiding. He doesn!t have an office. He doesn't sneak 
around. All you have to do is walk in there, eight out of ten 
days, and he is there, and there is no affidavit from his 
process server as to how many times he went or what he tried to 
do to serve Mr. Frank. There is a note saying Mr. Frank was on 
vacation. 
So I would submit that the subpoena process used by 
Defendant's counsel falls well short of normal protocol and 
normal rules. And the case law, concerning which we have 
recent citation, holds lawyers to very strict behavior in terms 
of how they proceed, when they exercise the subpoena power 
within their own offices, as opposed to the old way, of 
clerk-only subpoenas, your Honor. 
THE COURT: The record will reflect your position. 
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The Court is going to take the question of fees and costs under 
advisement, and we will deal with it after the other issues 
have been resolved in the case. 
MR. OLSEN: For the record, I will have those 
documents available May 28, at 2:00, at my office, for them. 
MR. FOSTER: I didn't understand that to be the 
Court's order. Didn't the Court order him to make a copy and 
give them to us? 
THE COURT: The Court ordered that he notify Counsel 
where those documents were going to be available, and you can 
pick and choose whatever you want from them. 
MR. FOSTER: We are to go to his office and examine 
them? 
MR. OLSEN: Or someplace that's convenient. But I 
want everybody to know when and where that's going to occur. 
Is the date agreeable with everyone? 
MR. FOSTER: I don't have my calendar with me. 
MS. SAUNDERS: I am going to be in San Francisco on 
the 28th. 
THE COURT: Step outside when we are through, and the 
three of you agree on a date, time and place for the documents 
to be inspected and/or copied, and include that in the order 
that reflects the ruling of the Court today. And counsel for 
the plaintiff will prepare the — counsel for the defendant 
will prepare the order. 
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Now, let me say one more time, out of an effort, a 
just compelling effort to get this case resolved, it does 
nothing except generate tremendous fees and costs in this 
lawsuit for people on both sides of this dispute to play the 
lawsuit close to the vest. Income is a critical question in 
this lawsuit. I want the parties to be candid with each other 
on what the historical income of these people were while they 
lived together. I mean, it is simply not a case of having to 
reinvent the wheel. And if there are efforts to the contrary, 
I want the parties to cease and desist. Let's just get on with 
the question of what is going to be a fair award of child 
support, based on historical income of these parties, what is 
going to be a fair award of any other type of family or spousal 
support, based on the income of these parties. 
I understand that the real thorny question is 
resolved, is it not, custody and visitation? 
MR. OLSEN: That is. 
THE COURT: It is a money case. Letfs not spend all 
the money resolving a money case. I am here to please. 
MR. FOSTER: Would you object if I were excused? 
THE COURT: We are through. 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 THE COURT: Clifford Holt vs. Audrey Holt, 954300067. 
3 Counsel will state an appearance. 
4 MR. OLSEN: Mitch Olsen appearing for and on behalf 
5 of the defendant, Miss Holt. 
6 MR. FOSTER: My name is Lynn Foster. I represent two 
7 third parties, your Honor, Terrance Frank, also known as Terry 
8 Frank; and Park City Pharmacy, a Utah corporation, doing 
9 business in Park City. 
10 THE COURT: Tell the Court what stipulation you have 
11 entered into thus far on the matters before the Court this 
12 morning. 
13 MR. FOSTER: There was no stipulation, your Honor, 
14 prior to the hearing. At this hearing, as I understand the 
15 matter, the Court, with the consent of counsel for the 
16 defendant and counsel for the third parties, has adopted the 
17 transcript of the hearing as the controlling order in this 
18 matter; and, therefore, the Court will not be required to 
19 decide as between the proposed order of the defendant and the 
20 proposed order of the third parties. 
21 THE COURT: So stipulate? 
22 MR. OLSEN: So stipulate. 
23 THE COURT: That's the order of the Court. What 
24 other matters are pending? 
25 MR. FOSTER: There are three other matters. One is a 
1 fairly minor matter. That concerns Mr, Olsen1s untimely 
2 submission of an analysis of the transcript of the hearing, 
3 which we got by facsimile the day before yesterday, and 
4 yesterday in the mail. I have not looked at that. I have not 
5 had time to look at it. And there is no showing of excusable 
6 neglect as to why — where he had possession of the transcript 
7 weeks ago, that we should be bombarded at the last minute 
8 forcing us to choose between preparation for the hearing and 
9 reading of an additional memorandum. 
10 Now, putting that to one side — therefore, we 
11 request the Court not consider that submission. Putting that 
12 J to one side, there is simply two issues remaining. There is a 
13 request by Mr. Olsen for hearings fees against the third-party 
14 Frank, and there is a motion for sanctions by the third parties 
15 against the defendant and defendant's counsel. I would like to 
16 briefly argue that, if the Court will permit me to do so. And 
17 I don't think it will take a great length of time. 
18 THE COURT: You may proceed. 
19 MR. FOSTER: There are, essentially, two subpoenas at 
20 issue. May I approach the bench? 
21 THE COURT: You may. 
22 MR. FOSTER: The first subpoena in time is a records 
23 deposition document, coupled, I think, with a subpoena duces 
24 tecum. That's the third and fourth page. This is directed to 
25 Bank One, and it seeks "Any and all copies of statements and 
1 checks on account number such and such Park City Pharmacy for 
2 1993, 1994 and 1995 and 1996." Now, that is sweeping, and 
3 includes every document possessed by Bank One, which has --
4 which concerns Park City Pharmacy, a Utah corporation, the 
5 identification of which is readily available at the 
6 corporations division in the State. You will note — so that's 
7 unduly broad. It embraces far more material that's irrelevant 
8 than it embraces relevant material. The case law, which 
9 clearly holds that, per se, bank records are confidential. And 
10 we have cited that to the Court. 
11 The service, which was earlier argued by Mr. Olsen as 
12 I having been perfected on Mr. Holt, in a representative capacity 
13 as an agent for Park City Pharmacy, was also a spurious 
14 argument. If you look at both certificates of service, they 
15 were by mail, and they were to counsel for Mr. Holt, the 
16 plaintiff, in his personal capacity. There is no evidence that 
17 there was ever any attempt to serve anyone in a representative 
18 capacity for Park City Pharmacy. 
19 The first we learned of this was after Mr. Holt's 
20 deposition, but we had prior to that point in time received 
21 notices of deposition and a subpoena to Mr. Frank personally, 
22 and it was not a 30(b)6 type of procedure, where that he sought 
23 Mr. Frank's records and any entity records in which Mr. Frank 
24 holds an interest. 
25 We believe — going back to this records deposition, 
we believe that all of the documents which Mr, Olsen 
characterized as thousands at the last hearing, or next to last 
hearing, ignoring the one that was in open court, as opposed to 
the telephonic hearing, he had possession of those records, and 
we never had notice. 
We are here, your Honor, mostly, for the purpose of 
preserving and protecting the rights of third parties in 
litigation. Our position is really a four-prong position. 
There were initial errors made on behalf of the defendant in 
clear and improper violation of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure to obtain these documents. They denied Park City 
Pharmacy, my client, an opportunity to be heard, by the way it 
was handled, in respect to whether we were going to produce 
these records, and, if so, which part of them would be 
relevant, and to have the opportunity to have them identified 
as confidential documents. 
After we received Mr. Frank's subpoenas, I filed a 
motion for a protective order and to quash on the ground that 
we thought what was being sought from Mr. Frank should not 
include corporate records, should be limited to that which was 
relevant, and, in any event, anything produced should be 
produced under a secrecy order with the court. 
THE COURT: How did the Court rule on that? 
MR. FOSTER: And the Court did not rule on that. 
That was mooted, I think, your Honor, by reason of what 
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1 transpired before, in the hearing, because the Court said, 
2 well, notwithstanding the flaws in respect to Mr. Frank's 
3 notice of deposition and subpoena for documents, Mr. Foster, 
4 will you, as a courtesy to the Court, do the following things? 
5 And I said, yes, I will, your Honor. And I reported both to 
6 the Court, by letter, and to Mr. Olsen the results of that. I 
7 think that could be construed as a consent, as opposed to an 
8 order, but it doesn't make an awful lot of difference to me. I 
9 agreed to do it, and I did it. I think that mooted it. There 
10 was no offer made last time that Mr. Frank should sit for his 
11 deposition. 
12 And having filed the motion for protective order, we 
13 should not concern ourselves, your Honor, with the request for 
14 attorney's fees made by Mr. Olsen. His contention, 
15 essentially, is that, notwithstanding the motion for protective 
16 order, to quash, Mr. Frank should have shown up for his 
17 deposition, he should have produced the documents, and, because 
18 he didn't, the defendant should receive attorney's fees. 
19 Anyone familiar with the elemental practice on deposition and 
20 document discovery knows that a motion for protective order and 
21 to quash stays the discovery and stays the deposition, pending 
22 an order from the Court. 
23 And, furthermore, Mr. Olsen did not file a motion to 
24 compel under Rule 37. He just asked for attorney's fees. We 
25 think that's frivolous, and we should not have been bothered, 
1 have to deal with that. We are concerned, your Honor, not only 
2 about the initial mistakes by Counsel, we are far more 
3 concerned about the fact that there was a failure to cure, a 
4 failure to mitigate. There was a dogged refusal. We couldn't 
5 get the subpoena directly from Mr. Olsen until about a week 
6 ago, on the Bank One thing. I asked for it. He refused to 
7 send it. 
8 Finally, I got a copy from Evelyn Saunders. Then I 
9 subpoenaed — or I asked for documents from Mr, Olsen, and 
10 finally got the subpoena last week, and we went merrily 
11 forward, offering no cooperation. I said, why don't we 
12 I stipulate to a protective order, save the Court the time, and 
13 present that to the Court? He didnft have time to deal with 
14 it, because it wa? a divorce matter. So he leaves us out 
15 there, and doesn't tell us at this point in time he has got 
16 thousands of documents already from Bank One, concerning which 
17 Park City Pharmacy has never been served. We take the position 
18 that the subpoena to Bank One was invalid on its face, void ab 
19 initio, and he wrongfully is in possession. 
20 THE COURT: What would you like the Court to do this 
21 morning? 
22 MR. FOSTER: The Court already issued an order in the 
23 transcript. The Court — let me — 
24 THE COURT: Specifically, what relief are you seeking 
25 from the Court today? 
1 MR. FOSTER: Compliance. We have a man in contempt, 
2 comes here and says maybe I thought I should bring the 
3 documents. This is what the Court said. Transcript, page 8, 
4 lines 2, 9 and 11. "I am asking counsel to seal the records 
5 that are questionable.11 Talking Park City pharmacy records 
6 now. 
7 Then later, the Court, on page 8, lines 12 and 13, "I 
8 want the records surrendered to the Court." He hasn't 
9 surrendered them yet. Our position is he shouldn't have them. 
10 Then when we got downstream a ways, he said I want to 
11 keep a copy, copy of wrongfully obtained documents that have 
12 not been confidential. Now, he and I spoke on the phone, when 
13 he had possession of these documents, after he had used his 
14 submarine subpoena, without proper service, he did not tell me 
15 he had those documents. He then went forward at the deposition 
16 of Mr. Holt, and used some of these Bank One documents as 
17 exhibits in Mr. Holt's deposition, without ever telling us he 
18 had them, and without marking them confidential, at a point in 
19 time when we had filed our motion for protective order, saying 
20 Park City Pharmacy and Mr. Frank are very concerned about 
21 preserving the confidentiality of records. 
22 So we think — we ordinarily would not be pursuing 
23 this matter, your Honor. Most lawyers that we would encounter, 
24 once we pointed out the problem, would, number one, stipulate 
25 to a protective order, and it would be an easy thing, and it 
1 would not burden the Court. And if they had made errors, most 
2 descent lawyers that I know would say, "I am sorry." 
3 Apparently, in our haste, we overlooked that. What can we do 
4 to make it right? Instead of getting concealment, frivolous 
5 justifications, forcing us to go on and on and on. We still 
6 don't have a protective order, either from the Court or 
7 stipulation. We do have an order saying seal these documents 
8 up, and get them to the Court, and then I will decide what I 
9 want to do with them. 
10 THE COURT: Let's ask Counsel, so we can bring this 
11 hearing to a close, your response to that. We have other 
12 matters on the calendar we need to move through. 
13 MR. OLSEN: I will attempt to be brief, your Honor, 
14 but I think the Ccpurt realizes that from day one we have been 
15 playing hide and seek in this divorce matter. In fact, the 
16 discovery file is larger than the divorce file. If the Court 
17 will look at the subpoena that's been provided for the Court 
18 this morning on Bank One, first of all, that subpoena was sent 
19 out long before Mr. Poster even entered an appearance as 
20 counsel for a third party. 
21 THE COURT: Let me ask a question, and see if we can 
22 short circuit the entire process. Do you have all the 
23 documents that are disputed by opposing counsel in your 
24 possession this morning? 
25 MR. OLSEN: I do. Your Honor, Mr. Foster, I 
1 believe — 
2 THE COURT: Let me ask another question. 
3 MR. OLSEN: He has indicated, I think, in his 
4 pleadings, that I have lied about the fact that there are over 
5 1,000 documents that I have. When somebody questions my 
6 integrity, I had my clerk count those documents, your Honor, 
7 and I would proffer to the Court that, with the checks, there 
8 are 4,828 documents. For that reason, if the Court looks 
9 carefully at the transcript, that the Court will note that 
10 after the Court ordered me to deliver those documents, the 
11 Court then said to make them available for copying by Counsel. 
12 Now, I have retained those documents, waiting for counsel to 
13 call to look at those documents, and to make copies of those 
14 documents. And, for that reason, I have the documents today, 
15 and I am delivering them to the Court. 
16 MR. FOSTER: No — 
17 THE COURT: Just a moment. I let both of you talk. 
18 Let me talk. 
19 MR. FOSTER: I apologize, your Honor. 
20 THE COURT: Both of you. I want to bring an end to 
21 this Holt v. Holt case. It has been hanging in the system for 
22 nearly two years. I understood that all the substantive issues 
23 in this lawsuit have been resolved. 
24 MR. OLSEN: They have. 
25 THE COURT: Why don!t you take that box of records, 
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and burn them? 
MR. OLSEN: I am happy to do whatever the Court wants 
to do with them. 
THE COURT: That's my suggestion. Go recycle them. 
We have a bin down here that some tree-growing plant in Oregon 
wants us to recycle all of our papers. Why don't you stipulate 
there is not a copy in the world of those records, and the two 
of you go put them in the recycling bin, and let's be done of 
it? 
MR. FOSTER: Making a statement somewhat corrective 
of what was said. Opposing counsel said he didn't say 1,000. 
THE COURT: I don't want to keep saddling up and 
trying to ride this dead horse. 
MR. FOSTER: I understand. I haven't had a chance to 
look at these. The proposal I made was that they be delivered 
to me, and as a modification — 
THE COURT: You have them. If Counsel represents, as 
an officer of the court, that those records represent 
everything that was obtained pursuant to that subpoena in the 
Holt case, give him the box, let him carry them out of here, 
and you can do whatever you want with them. 
MR. FOSTER: Do we have a representation from Counsel 
that he has not retained any copies of anything that was 
subpoenaed from Bank One? 
MR. OLSEN: I will represent to the Court that I will 
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1 have my clerk run through every, single file that I have, and 
2 if the Court's order is to destroy those copies, I will have 
3 those copies destroyed. 
4 THE COURT: I accept that — 
5 MR. FOSTER: What about the exhibits to the 
6 deposition? 
7 MR. OLSEN: You can do whatever you want with the 
8 exhibits. If you want to call the reporter, do whatever you 
9 want. I don't care what you want to do with the exhibits. 
10 MR. FOSTER: You caused the problem. I would like 
11 you to cure it. I would like copies of whatever they were. I 
12 have asked — 
13 MR. OLSEN: He can get copies of the deposition. He 
14 can do anything he wants with that. He can destroy it, 
15 whatever he wants to do. I don't care what he does with it. 
16 The deposition has already been taken. It is there. Whatever 
17 he wants to do with it, so be it. I 
18 THE COURT: Prepare an order, and I will instruct 
19 opposing counsel to sign it, and any documents that you want to 
20 remove, pursuant to your stipulation, that were involved in the 
21 deposition, take them, and do whatever you want with them. 
22 MR, FOSTER: We have a motion for sanctions. We are 
23 into it about eight grand now, your Honor, fighting for our 
24 client's right not to be abused in the course of discovery, and 
25 he has been. 
12 
1 THE COURT: As I recall, this case has represented a 
2 very acrimonious, cantankerous, long, drawn-out lawsuit, where 
3 there have been allegations and counter allegations of deceit 
4 and subterfuge and concealment and noncompliance and 
5 noncooperation, ad nauseam. Letfs just leave it alone, and let 
6 both sides bear whatever costs you have incurred in pursuing it 
7 or defending it or counter defense and counter pursuit, and 
8 understand that the case is over now. 
9 MR. FOSTER: I take it that's a denial of our motion 
10 for attorney's fees. 
11 THE COURT: It is. Make sure Counsel has every 
12 J record in that box that the Court has ordered surrendered. The 
13 two of you enter into a stipulation that, pursuant to a signed 
14 order, that any other documents that have surfaced from that 
15 subpoena, you can do whatever you want with them. 
16 Anything further? 
17 MR. FOSTER: Your Honor, I gather that I am to 
18 prepare the order. 
19 THE COURT: Yes, prepare the order as it relates to 
20 the surrendering of the documents, and the removal, by 
21 stipulation of both counsel, of any documents that were used in 
22 J the deposition. 
23 MR. OLSEN: I think we can stipulate now that the 
24 only document that will be removed from the deposition will be 
25 the checks that were acquired from Bank One. There will be no 
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1 other documents that would be relevant. 
2 1 MR. FOSTER: The testimony would be relevant, your 
3 Honor. If he is testifying as to what this check means, when 
4 was it issued, so on, I don't know how you can eliminate the 
5 check, and not eliminate the testimony. What I would just as 
6 soon do is have the court reporter ordered to seal it. If the 
7 original has already been delivered to the Court, that the 
8 Court's copy be sealed, subject to further order. 
9 THE COURT: Let's do that. If there is any reason to 
10 reopen it, just make a motion to the Court. 
11 I (This proceeding was concluded.) 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 
I, BRAD J. YOUNG, hereby certify that I attended and 
reported, as official court reporter, the proceedings in the 
above-entitled and numbered matter before the Honorable Pat B. 
Brian and that the foregoing is a true and correct transcription 
of my stenographic notes thereof. 
Dated at Salt Lake City, Utah, this 16th day of Sept., 1996. 
BRAD J. ^ 0$«3 ' 
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ADDENDUM "D" 
ORDER 
Lynn G. Foster (#1105) u - ? . :: 
FOSTER & FOSTER L.C. 
602 East Third South Ct'?' ! 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Telephone: (801) 364-5633 Cie^ o Sun^ r > 
B y . - . - ^ • . . . - . . 
Attorney for Third Parties - v , 4 
Terrance E. Frank and Park City Pharmacy, Inc. ^ _ _ ._ -—^# SUMMIT COUNTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CLIFFORD E. HOLT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
AUDREY N. HOLT, 
Defendant. 
M 
ORDER 
( 954300067DA 
Honorable Pat B. Brian 
The Court, in the above-identified matter, heard arguments on 23 August 1996 at 
approximately 9:30 a.m. Mitchell J. Olsen was present representing the Defendant, Audrey N. 
Hoir Foster was present representing third parties Terrance E. Frank and Park City 
Pharmacy, Inc., counsel for the Plaintiff was not present. Being fully advised in the premises 
and lie Court ORDERS as follows: 
1. Based upon the oral stipulation of counsel in open court, the transcript of the hearing 
in the above-identified matter which took place on May 16, 1996 shall constitute the 
Order as to the matters before the Court on May 16, 1996. 
2. Defendant's Motion for Attorney's Fees is denied. 
3. The Motion for sanctions by third parties Terrance E. Frank and Park City 
Pharmacy, Inc. is denied. 
4 Upon agreement of counsel, Defendant and Defendant's counsel were ordered to 
provide to the third parties all of the documents of Park City Pharmacy, Inc. and any 
copy thereof subpoenaed from Bank One by the Defendant, all of which were 
represented by counsel for the Defendant to be physically in the courtroom, 
following which Defendant's counsel delivered the same to counsel for the third 
parties. 
DATED this / - T day of f^CL t> &{2^%m(>. 
BY THE COURT 
— ^ , ^ ( ^ 
Pat B. Brian 
Third Judicial Distri turt Jiidjjp§^ ~ ^^ 
§ 3?# J^iir t o 
Approved as to form. % % x? ^J? 
V>TAH . ^ 
Mitchell J. Olsen 
Counsel for the Defendant 
Date: f\* f<~ S« -^ P 3 , /V ft 
o 
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